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Put and call option writing is a segment of investment activity
on which there has been little intensive research. It is widely
believed that option writing, while being a profitable auxiliary
activity in the management of an investment portfolio, is not a
profitable investment medium in its own right. This study is aimed
at evaluating put and call option writing as an investment medium.
The profitability of option writing is estimated by calculating
the profits made by 76 option writers on 851 option contracts written
over a 21-month period, April 22, 1960 to January 30, 1962. To calcu-
late writer gains, the data describing each option contract first had
to be coded and prepared for processing. Then the average rate of
return per option sold was chosen as the best method of evaluating
the overall profitability of the writing activity. A computer pro-
gram was now written to calculate the profit associated with each
possible option type and option outcome encountered in the data
studied.
The actual profitability of option writing found was contrasted
with the profits option writers could have made by using other feasible
strategies. The strategy actually used was the best one of those
examined. However, it yielded a -0.1% rate of return cr -$8 per option
contract sold.
Next, the profitability of each option writer was contrasted
with his opportunity cost. Thirty-three of the 50 writers who made
a profit and 22 of the 26 who lost money would have had higher profits
or smaller losses by not writing options.
Some of the characteristics of all option contracts which may
influence or determine profitability were now examined. A significant
positive correlation between option outcome and duration was found.
Longer duration options yielded higher profits for the option writers.
A relationship between outcome and option striking price was also
indicated. Puts and calls were found profitable while money was lost
on straddles. If just margined puts and hedged calls were sold on
different stocks, the writer would eliminate the possibility of
large double losses occurring from a sizable drop in the price of
the stock optioned.
A measure of the "investment quality" of a stock was considered
as a method of predicting the profitability of writing options on
particular stocks. The relation between the quality rating and the
profitability of writing options on stocks with that rating was
found significant. The average investment required for stocks in
each quality group had a high positive correlation with the quality
rating. This substantiated the relationship found earlier between
outcome and option striking price. Higher priced stocks are usually
higher quality stocks and are usually more profitable for option
writing than lower priced stocks.
The investment quality rating was used to evaluate the effects
of option writing on option writers' investment portfolios. No
significant change in the quality level of option writers' investment
portfolios was found.
The actions of a hypothetical option writer given various fixed
amounts of initial capital and facing the option writing opportunities
studied in this thesis were simulated. The results indicate that
option writers can make profits with small amounts of capital devoted
to option writing. However, while the evidence is not conclusive,
there is some indication that the variability of one's initial
capital increases with a decrease in initial portfolio size.
In summary, this study has shown that option writing as a whole
was not profitable over the 21-month period considered. The evidence
indicates that option writing under the strategies investigated cannot
be considered a desirable investment medium in its own right. There-
fore, option writing may be useful only as an auxiliary activity in
the management of an investment portfolio unless other writing
strategies show that profits can be made over an extended period of
time from this activity.
Thesis Advisor: Paul H. Cootner
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Put and call option writing is a segment of investment activity
on which there has been very little intensive research. It is widely
believed that option writing, while being a profitable auxiliary
activity in the management of an investment portfolio, is not a
profitable investment medium in its own right. This study is aimed
at evaluating the profitability of put and call option writing as
an investment medium.
The Extent of Put and Call Option Trading
In 1960, put and call option sales were 1.12 per cent of New
1
York Stock Exchange volume. Thus, 8,470,000 shares of stock, or
84,700 100-share lots were optioned during 1960. This is an increase
of 620 per cent in number of shares optioned since 1943, during a
period when the number of shares traded increased only 275 per cent.
The dollar volume of shares optioned during 1960 was $288,000,000.
Put and call option trading therefore is a significant and rapidly-
growing segment of investment activity.
What Are Put and Call Options?
A call option gives the owner the right to buy a stock at a
specified price during a fixed period stipulated in the option contract.
A put contract is an analogous instrument giving the owner the right to
1Report on Put and Call Options, Securities and Exchange
Commission, Division of Trading and Exchanges, August, 1961. Other
volume estimates are based on figures found in this report and the
1961 and 1944 issues of The New York Stock Exchange Fact Book.
1
2sell a stock at a specified price during a fixed period set in the
option contract. The price at which the stock is exercisable--the
"striking price'--is usually the market price of the stock on the
date the option is written--the "trade date". The option duration
extends to the expiration date of the option contract. Options are
usually written on 100 shares of stock. They are often sold in mul-
tiple combinations of puts and calls. Thus, a put plus a call is a
"straddle", a put plus two calls is a "strap", a call plus two puts
is a "strip", and a call plus a put where each side of this option
2
has a different striking price is called a "spread".
How Option Trading Works
If a person wishes to purchase a stock option, he must find a
person willing to write an option contract. This search is facili-
tated by put and call option dealers who act as middlemen. The dealer
will contact a writer, negotiate the price of the option with both
the buyer and writer, and make his profit through the difference in
the two prices. A member firm of the New York Stock Exchange, usually
the writer's broker, will endorse the option contract. This endorse-
ment guarantees that the writer will carry out the terms of the
agreement. The writer's compensation is called the option premium.
The dealer will be willing to buy either a put or a call inde-
pendent of the wishes of the option buyer. He is willing to do so
because a put can be converted to a call and vice versa. If a put is
2See Herbert Filer, Understanding Put and Call Options,
Crown Publishers, New York, 1959, for a fuller explanation of these
basic characteristics of put and call stock options.
3owned and the stock on which the option is written is purchased, the
position is equivalent to a call. No losses can occur from a decline
in the price of the stock, but gains are unlimited. Similarly, if
a call is owned and the stock on which the option is written is sold
short, the position is equivalent to a put. No losses can occur from
a rise in the price of the stock optioned, but all gains due to a
fall in the price of the stock are realized.
Option Writing Requirements
The New York Stock Exchange requires option writers to hedge
or margin option contract sales. A call option can be hedged by
purchasing the stock optioned. The writer is then in a position to
deliver the stock if it is called. A put can be hedged by selling
short the stock optioned. This short position insures that the
writer will be able to accept delivery of the stock if it is put
to him.
Option contract sales, alternatively, can be margined. This
margin, however, is not the same as the regular stock market margin
where a certain percentage of the price of the stock must be paid to
take the stock position, the remainder being borrowed. No stock
position is taken when stock options are margined. The capital in-
vested can be considered a "perfomance" margin, sufficient capital
to guarantee that the option writer will fulfill the terms of the
option contract. Minimum New York Stock Exchange margin requirements
3A detailed explanation of this procedure can be found in
Richard Kruizenga, Puts and Calls: A Theoretical and Market Analysis,
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, M.I.T., 1956, p. 9.
~---
4are 25 per cent for a put and 30 per cent for a call.
Method of the Study
To evaluate option writing profitability, a data sample of 851
option contract sales by 76 option writers covering a period from April
22, 1960, to January 30, 1962, was used. Computer programs were written
and used to process and prepare the data for analysis. Proper methods
for evaluating profitability were investigated. The average rate of
return per option contract sold was chosen as the best criterion of
profitability.
A computer program which calculates option writing profitability
under the strategy used by option wrriters and under other feasible
stragegies was written. The strategy actually used by writers was to
hedge calls and margin puts. Four other strategies were investigated,
involving different methods of hedging and margining option contract
sales. They are: (1) margining puts and calls; (2) hedging puts and
margining calls; (3) hedging calls, puts, and call sides of two-sided
options and margining put sides of two-sided options; 4 and (4) hedging
calls, puts, and put sides of two-sided options and margining call sides
of two-sided options. The data was processed through the option
writing profit program, calculations being made for each of the
strategies. The calculations under some strategies were run twice
where it was felt appropriate to compare results under minimum and
maximum hedge and margin requirements.
4Two-sided options are straddles, strips, straps, and spreads.
5To determine any significant relationships existing in the option
contracts studied, the data was grouped by significant variables and
processed through the option writing profit program under the strategy
actually used by the option writers. The groupings used were option
type, duration, outcome, writer, striking price, trade date, and
expiration date. Another program was used to calculate the opportunity
cost of the writers.
To evaluate the possibility of using some quality measure to
determine the attractiveness of particular stocks for option writing,
the options were grouped according to an investment quality rating
devised by the Value Line Investment Service. These groups were then
processed through the option writing profit program to determine the
relationship existing between this particular quality rating and the
profitability of option writing.
The effect of option writing on the quality level of option
writers' investment portfolios was calculated to determine if writers
were significantly changing the quality level of their investment port-
folios by accomodating the option-buying desires of their customers.
This was done by dividing the option sample into two groups, the first
group containing those options which were hedged with previously-
owned stock and the second group containing put options and those
options hedged by purchasing stock in the market. The significance
of differences in the mean and standard deviations of the quality
levels were evaluated by "t" and "F" tests.
To examine the effects of portfolio size on the variability in
the value of an option writer's portfolio, the actions of a hypo-
thetical option writer were simulated via a computer program. The
option writer was assigned various amounts of initial capital and faced
the option writing opportunities considered in this study.
Organization of Thesis
The thesis has been organized largely in accordance with the
steps taken in the analysis of profitability as outlined in the method
of study section above.
Chapter II describes in detail the methods by which the data
used in the thesis was assembled, coded, and prepared for processing.
The specific variables associated with each option contract sold are
identified and defined.
Chapter III first investigates the appropriate measure of profit-
ability to use in evaluating option writing. Then, the method of cal-
culating the gross profit on a writer's investment is described. The
investment required for each option contract sale is considered next.
The costs associated with the writing, exercise, or expiration of an
option contract are enumerated. Finally, the computer program used to
calculate option writing profitability is described.
In Chapter TV, the actual profitability of option writing is
calculated and contrasted with the profits option writers could have
made using other strategies. Then the profitability of each option
writer is contrasted with his opportunity cost. Characteristics
associated with all option contracts which may influence or determine
profitability are investigated next.
In Chapter V, the question of whether some measure of the
"investment quality" of a stock can be associated with the attract-
iveness of that stock for option writing is considered. Then, the
7effect of option writing on the option writer's investment portfolio
is investigated.
Chapter VI examines the effects of portfolio size on the varia-
bility in the value of an option writer's portfolio. It also con-
siders the question of the minimum amount of capital necessary to
engage in option writing.
Chapter VII deals with leverage, protection, and the effects of
taxation in enhancing the profitability associated with put and call
option writing.
Chapter VIII presents a suumary of the results, the conclusions
arrived at, and suggestions for further research.
CHAPTER II
PUT AND CALL OPTION DATA
This chapter investigates the nature of the put and call option
data studied. The distribution of option contract trade and expira-
tion dates over the time period considered is investigated. The
methods by which the data was assembled, coded, and prepared for
processing are described. Then the specific variables associated
with each option contract sold are identified and defined.
The option data used in this study consists of 851 100-share
contracts having trade dates between April 22, 1960, and November 21,
1961. Expiration dates range between October 10, 1960, and January
30, 1962. Information was available on option contracts which were
to expire after January 30, 1962, but were exercised before this
date. This data was not included in the sample, since it might bias
results by not accurately representing profitability experienced by
option writers during this later period. The distribution of option
trade dates and expiration dates in the sample is shown in Table 1.
Options are numbered from 1 to 1034. Of these numbers, 183 have
no corresponding option contracts because either:
(1) Information on this contract was sufficiently incom-
plete to warrant exclusion, or
(2) The contract was exceptionally unusual, e.g., a
straddle with the two sides having widely differing
durations, or
(3) The contract was a duplicate of one already included,
or
8
9(4) No contract was assigned to the number because small
number spacings were left between groups of data re-
ceived at different times, or
(5) The contract assigned to this number expires after
January 30, 1962, the end of the period under con-
sideration (applies to options 761 to 1034).
Identification numbers 1 to 760 were assigned to the option data
as it was assembled. Numbers 761 to 1034 were assigned by adding
760 to the transaction number assigned by the data source.
For option contracts other than 681 to 750, all information
relating to the outcome of the option contract was available. The
outcomes for options numbered 681 to 750 were determined as of the
expiration dates of the option contracts.1
The information for options 1 to 760 was prepared from copies
of the records of Denmar Corporation and coded in a format described
in Exhibit 1. Exhibit 2 defines each of the variables coded. Ex-
hibit 3 presents the date coding used. Exhibit 4 presents the code
numbers of the stocks on which options were written and their Value
Line quality ratings2  (if assigned). Exhibit 5 presents the option
dealer and endorser codes used. Appendix 1 has a copy of the data
for each option in the study. Most of the necessary information on
options 761 to 1034 was put on punched cards at the source and
Since about 25 percent of the contracts in the rest of
the samples were exercised early, about eighteen contracts should
not have been assumed exercised on the expiration date.
2This will be more fully explained in Chapter 5.
l-., a l
transformed to the format used here through a series of computer
programs. Information on expiration date prices and in some cases
date of action prices and interim dividends was lacking and found
in Moody's Dividend Record and The Commercial and Financial Chronicle.
Prices taken from the Chronicle were the average of the high and low
prices for the day.
Option data supplied on punched cards had the stocks optioned
and option types coded alphabetically. The first program3 used
transformed the alphabetical representation of option type to a
numerical form corresponding with the author's code, and substituted
a unique number for each different stock symbol encountered. These
revised punched cards were then transformed by a second program to
a format similar to the author's.4 Correct stock identification
numbers were then substituted by hand in place of the coding done
by the first program used. In addition, dividends paid during the
period each option was outstanding were recorded on the final data
cards along with expiration date prices where necessary. The data
was now processed through a final program which converted the card
3 This program had to be written in SPS, since the IBM 1620
does not accept alphanumeric input with FORTRAN. The program was
written by Robin Hough, Ph.D. candidate in Economics at M.I.T.
4This program will not process strips and straps. Data
on these options must be converted by hand to the author's format.
5When a sufficient volume of data with alphanumeric coding
is to be transformed to the author's format, a master set of lead
cards should be punched which has the stock symbols arranged in proper
coded sequence so that additional recoding such as the author has
done will not be necessary.
11
2 format then existing to the present card 2 format used by the
author. This version, very similar to the card 1 format, was adopted
to permit sorting on columns with pertinent information. Appendix 2
contains copies of all the programs used to transform the data sup-
plied by Denmar Corporation to the author's format. Sample outputs
from some of these programs are also presented.
All final data cards were run through an error checking program,
similar in same respects to the Fortran Pre-Compiler, except checking
for errors in the input data rather than in the program used to
6.
process the data. This program is designed to check relationships
in the data and actual data quantities, punching out error signals
when an unusual quantity or relationship exists. Exhibit 6 summarizes
the unusual relationships detected. Exhibit 7 presents a sample of
results obtained using this program. Appendix 3 presents a copy of
the program itself.
This program was especially valuable for checking the option
data (option numbers 1 to 760) entirely processed by hand because
of the high likelihood of errors occurring while coding information
and transferring it to punched cards. Because this type of error
could not occur in the data transformed by the computer to the author's
format (option number 761 to 1034), the program was useful here only
in checking that obviously impossible relationships did not exist on
the original data cards.
6The error check program only checks the first card where
two cards are needed to describe all the data relevant to an option
contract. The program is not presently written to accept a second
card as input, and these cards should be deleted when the program
is used or the program should be modified (a simple task) to at
least allow the second card to be read in if present.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF OPTION TRADE DATES
AND EXPIRATION DATES IN SA PLE
Number of Options Having
Trade Date Expiration Date Between Dates Indicated





24 5 10/1 10/31/60
39 16 11/i 11/30/60
74 18 12/1 12/i1/60
76 15 1/1 1/31/61
72 41 2/1 2/28/61
114 36 3/1 3/31/61
87 45 4/1 4/30/61
56 73 5/1 5/31/61
92 80 6/1 6/30/61
60 72 7/1 7/31/61
38 89 8/1 8/1/61
34 76 9/1 9/30/61
23 102 10/1 i0/31/61







One or two cards are used to describe an option contract.
Two cards are used if an option is a strip, strap, straddle, or spread
and one side of the option is exercised early or both sides of a
straddle or spread are exercised or two calls or two puts are exer-
cised on a strap or strip.
Card 1
Punched Card







Striking Price (Call Price is spread) 29-35
Market Price when option written 2 37-44
(negative if stock purchased to hedge)
Option Dealer3 (see dealer code--Exhibit 5) 46
Option Endorser3 (see endorser code--Exhibit 5) 48
Action taken 50
Date Option Exercised (blank if expired) 52-55
Market Price of stock when option exercised
(first 100 shares if 200 exercised but 57-63
call price first if call and put exercised)
Option Identification Number 75-78
Number 1 if 2 cards used; otherwise blank 80
1See Exhibit 2 for an explanation of each item.
2This information not available options 760-1034.
3Not entered for options 761-1034 because of differences










Market Price of stock when action taken or
market price on expiration date if 1 side 57-63
of option exercised early
Dividends through date action taken or
through expiration date
Difference between call and put striking
price if spread 70-73
Option Identification Number 75-78
















Market Price on Date
Option Exercisedl:
Each writer is assigned a unique identifi-
cation number.
Gross premium received by writer.
See Exhibit 3.
Each stock is assigned a unique identifi-








Price at which option can be exercised.
Market price of stock on date option written.
Dealer who handled option sale.





3 = both ends of straddle exercised
4 = 2 puts on strip exercised
5 = 2 calls on strap exercised
6 = both ends of spread exercised
7 = option extended
8 = all parts of strip exercised
9 = all parts of strap exercised
See Exhibit 3.
The market price of the stock on date option
is exercised.
llf actual price not given in data, high-low average for







Call and Put Striking
Price if Spread:
Dividends paid during period option is
outstanding.
A number assigned to each option as its
data was coded. Numbers 761-1034 were
formed by adding 760 to the transaction
number assigned by the data source.
Call striking price less put striking price.
2Stock dividends are evaluated at the market price of the




Because the author thought others may desire to code his-
torical option data going back to the early 1950's and late 1940's,
a numbering code beginning in 1945 was used.
December 31, 1945, is equivalent to day 365



























Stock I.D. Value Line Investment
Number Quality Rating
1. Abbott Lab B
2. ACF Wrigley B
3. Addressograph A-
4. Aerojet General
5. Allegheny Ludlum C+
6. Allied Chemical B+
7. Aluminium Ltd. B-
8. Amerada B
9. American Airlines B
10. American Bosch B-
11. American Hospital Supply
12. American Machine and Foundry B+
13. American Marietta A
14. American Metals Climax B
15. American Motors C
16. American Optical B
17. American Photocopy
18. American Telephone A+
19. American Viscose C+
20. Ampex A-
21. Anaconda B-
22. Arkansas-Louisiana Gas A
23. Armco Steel B
24. Armour C+
25. Armstrong Cork B+
26. Atlantic Refining B-





Stock I.D. Value Line Investment
Number Quality Rating
30. Barnes Engineering Co.
31. The Bullard Mfg. Co. C-
32. Bell and Howell B+
33. Bell Intercontinental
34. Bethlehem Steel B





40. Burlington Industries C+
41. Burroughs B-
42. U.S. Pipe and Foundry B
43. New York Central C+
44. Calumet and Hecla




49. Certain-teed Prod. Corp.
50. Champion Spark Plug
51. Champlin Oil B
52. Chance Vought
53. Chesapeake and Ohio B+
54. Chicago Pneumatic Tool B+





Stock I.D. Value Line Investment
Number Quality Rating
58. Collins Radio C+
59. Columbia B;:oad. Sys. B+
60. Combustion Eng. B
61. Continental Steel
62. Copeland Refrig.
63. Corn Products A
64. Crowell Collier B-
65. Crown Cork C+
66. Curtis Prod. Co. C+
67. Davega
68. Daystrom B-
69. Decca Rcds. B
70. Deere B
71. Delta Airlines B-
72. Diamond Alkali B
73. Dome Mines B-
74. Douglas Aircraft B-
75. Draper C+
76. Dresser Ind. B
77. Du Bois B+
78. Eagle - Picher B
79. Eastern Airlines B
80. Eastern Stainless Steel Corp. C+
81. Eastman Kodak A
82. Electro Instruments
83. Electronic Specialties
84. Emery Air Freight Corp.
85. Eversharp Inc.
86. Excello B+






88. Fifth Ave. Coach Lines
89. First Charter Finance
90. First National Stores
91. Florida Power and Light
92. Food Fair










103. General Precision Equip.




















































126. International Minerals and Chemicals
127. International Paper




































StLock I.D. Value Line Investment
Number Quality Rating
145. Magma Copper C
146. Massey Ferguson C+
147. Marquardt Corp.
148. Marshall Field B+
149. Martin B-
150. Martin w i B-
151. McDonnell Aircraft C+
152. Merck B+
153. Metro Goldwyn-Mayer B-
154. Minneapolis-Honeywell A-
155. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. A
156. Minute Maid
157. Mission Development B-
158. Mississippi River Fuel A-
159. Monsanto B+
160. Montgomery Ward B
161. Motorola B
162. Newmont Mining B
163. North American Aviation B
164. Northern Natural Gas Co. B+
165. Northwest Airlines C+
166. * B
167. Olin Matheison B-
168. Otis Elevator B+
169. Outboard Marine Corp. B+
170. * B-
171. Pan American B-
172. Panhandle B+
* Number has not been assigned to a stock
_s_ ~
EXHIBIT 4,. continued
Stock I.D. Value Line Investment
Number Quality Rating
173. Park Davis B+
174. Pepsi Cola B+
175. Pfizer and Co. B+
176. Philco C+
177. Piper Aircraft B
178. Pittsburgh Plate Glass B-
179. Polaroid Co. A
180. Pure Oil B
181. Radiation
182. Radio Corp. of Amer. B+
183. Raymond Int. Inc.
184. Raytheon C+
185. Republic Steel B
186. Revlon B+
187. Reynolds Metals B




192. San Diego Imp.
193. Schenley C+
194. Schering Corp. B
195. Searle, G.D. B+
196. Seeburg Corp.
197. Skelly Oil B





YTITRTT I L nn infl i
Stock I.D . .
Number
199. Smith Corona





205. Standard Kollsman Inc.
206. Standard Oil of N.J.
207. Standard Packaging
208. Stanley Warner
209. St. Regis Paper
210. Swift
211. Syntex Corp.
212. TXL Oil Corp.
213. Tallon, Inc., Class A




218. Texas Gulf Producing
219. Texas Inst.





225. Twentieth Cen. Fox
226. Union Carbide
227. United Air Lines
228. United Fruit
b.


















Stock I.D. Value Line Investment
Number Quality Rating
229. U.S. Foil B B
230. U.S. Rubber B
231. U.S. Smelting C
232. U.S. Steel B+




237. Warner Lambert B+
238. Westinghouse B+
239. Wilson Co. B-
240. Zenith B
241. Freuhauf Trailers C+
242. Studebaker-Packard C-
243. U.S. Tobacco Co. B+
244. American Cyanimid Co. B+
245. FFI Financial Federation B+
246. International Shoe B+
247. Ranco Inc.
248. Bendix Aviation Corp. B+
249. Diamond National B-
250. Tractor Supply
251. Goodyear Tire and Rubber A-
252. Scott Paper A-
253. Standard Oil of Indiana B
__ :__ ._ -.__ q
EXHIBIT 5
OPTION DEALER AND ENDORSER CODES
Option Dealer Codes
The same code numbers were used for two dealers where indicated.
Code Number


































EVENTS DETECTED BY THE DATA ERROR CHECK PROGRAM
The following events are detected by the error check pro-
gram. Their occurrence indicates the situation is sufficiently un-
usual to warrant investigation. An error is not necessarily present.
(1) An option writer number has been used which is impossible.
(2) The premium is greater than 20% of the option price.
(3) The premium is less than 5% of the option price.
(4) The trade date is later than or equal to the expiration date.
(5) The date action is taken is later than the expiration date.
(6) The trade date is later than the date action is taken.
(7) An incorrect number is used to identify a stock.
(8) The indicated option tape does not exist.
(9) The option gain is greater than two thirds of the option price.
(10) The dividend is greater than $10.
(11) The dividend is greater than or equal to 5% of the option price.
(12) A card is out of sequence.
(13) A card is a duplicate.
(14) A call was exercised when the market price was less than the
option price.
(15) A call was exercised when the market price was equal to the
option price but no dividend was paid.
(16) On the basis of the option type indicated, the action taken was
impossible.
(17) The date action was taken was specified when the option expired.
(18) The market price was greater than or equal to the option striking
price when a put was exercised.
(19) An unusual expiration has occurred.
(20) The difference between the option striking price and the market
price is greater than $.50.
(21) The option duration is greater than 197 days.
(22) The option duration is less than or equal to 50 days.
(23) There is a missing identification number.
(24) An identification number has been omitted.
(25) A price is not in eighths.
(26) The option duration is unusual.
EXHIBIT 7
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM OPTION DATA ERROR CHECK ANALYSIS
PREMIUM GREATER THAN *2 OPTION PRICE TRANSACTION
CHECK OPTION DURATION ON TRANSACTIN
CALL EXER. WHEN MKT. BELOW OPT. PRICE TRANSAC.
DIFF. OPTION AND MKT. PRICE GREATER THAN $.5
CHECK OPTION DURATION ON TRANSACTION
PREMIUM LESS THAN *05 OPTION PRICE TRANSACTION
THIS TRANSACTION HAS BEEN OMITTED
OPTION EXTENDED ON TRANSACTION
THIS TRANSACTION HAS BEEN OMITTED
DIFF. OPTION AND MKT. PRICE GREATER THAN $*5
UNUSUAL EXPIRATION ON
DIFF. OPTION AND MKT.
CHECK OPTION DURATION
CHECK OPTION DURATION
DIFF. OPTION AND MKT.
PREMIUM LESS THAN e05
DIFF. OPTION AND MKT.
CHECK OPTION DURATION
DIFF. OPTION AND MKTo
UNUSUAL EXPIRATION ON
CHECK OPTION DURATION
PREMIUM LESS THAN *05
UNUSUAL EXPIRATION ON
TRANSACTION
PRICE GREATER THAN $.5
ON TRANSACTION
ON TRANSACTION
PRICE GREATER THAN $*5
OPTION PRICE TRANSACTION
PRICE GREATER THAN $o5
ON TRANSACTION





THIS TRANSACTION HAS BEEN OMITTED
DIV. GREATER THAN/=o05 OF OPT. PRICE ON TRANSAC.
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A number of interdependent problems arise in comparing the
profits earned on investments of unequal duration. Calculations
adjusting returns on these investments to a common duration make
implicit assumptions regarding the way capital devoted to shorter
lived investments is reinvested. These assumptions may cause the
profit measure derived to be entirely distorted.
No adjustment for the length of time capital is invested would
be necessary if it could be assumed that the return on an investment
is independent of duration. Such an assumption is not true, as will
be shown in Chapter 41, for the investments made by the put and call
option writers studied. Therefore, differences in investment dura-
tion cannot be adjusted by any method to yield an accurate measure
of profitability.
The problem is even more complicated, however, since it is nec-
essary to have proportionately more capital tied up in longer, as
opposed to shorter, duration investments.2 Should an imprecise
measure of profitability be given a fine adjustment by weighting
1See page 54.
2For example, if an option writer sells 300 one-month and
300 six-month options in one year at the rate of 25 of each kind per
month, at any time after six months have transpired, 150 six-month
and 25 one-month options are outstanding.
for this factor? Shall a further adjustment be made to differentially
weight investments of different magnitude? The author has decided
not to make these adjustments to the main measure of option writing
profitability used in this study. However, these adjustments have
been made when other methods of calculating profitability were used.
These methods are outlined below. The measuresof profitability cal-
culated with these other methods can be used in further work evaluating
the distortions introduced by the various types of correction factors
applied.
The main measure of profitability used in this study is average
rate of return per option contract sold. As indicated earlier, this
measure of profitability makes the assumption that outcome is inde-
pendent of duration. While this assumption is not true for the put and
call options studied, this measure of profitability always yields an
average rate of return figure which has the proper sign, i.e., nega-
tive if money was lost on the investment activity and positive if a
profit was made--something that cannot be said for the other measures
considered.
This measure has the additional advantage of assuming arithmetic
averaging. This assumption is appropriate, since the option writers
considered in this Study are devoting only part of their capital to
option writing.
Other Methods Considered
The other methods of calculating profitability considered an-
nualize the returns on individual investments by assuming gains are
compounded.
One method suggested by A. James Boness3 is akin to the use of
a geometric average. A geometric average is only appropriate, how-
ever, if all the capital utilized in the investment activity is nec-
essary for each succeeding investment. Option writing does not nec-
essarily require the investment of one's entire capital in each option
contract sold.
Boness first investigates the use of a geometric average in the
strictest sense. If R is the return on an investment, then
1 + R = ert  (1)
where
e = natural logarithm base
r = instantaneous rate of return
t = duration of the investment in days
A continuous rate of return can now be found by calculating
In(l+R) = rt (2)
which becomes
1 Iln(l+R) = 365r, if annualized. (3)
The average rate of return per investment is
n
Z In(l+R)
i=l , which is the definition of a geometric average.
n
This measure of profitability will always yield a lower rate of
return than an average of dollar gains. This return is lower because
of the symmetric nature of the distribution of geometric gains rela-
tive to the distribution of dollar gains which is skewed to the right.
31In a forthcoming paper, "Some Evidence on the Profitability
of Trading in Puts and Calls".
Boness discards the geometric average, however, because of the
likelihood of losses greater than 100 percent of one's initial capi-
4
tal occurring when put and call options are margined. Since the
logarithm of a negative number is undefined, the geometric average
can no longer be used.
To allow a rate of return of less than -100 percent to occur,
Boness modifies equation (3) for negative R, as follows:
-~ ln(l+jIR) = 365r.
The gain distribution for this formulation of the rate of return
calculation is believed to fall between the distribution of geometric
gains and the distribution of dollar gains. 5
Annualizing a negative rate of return in the above manner im-
plicitly assumes that additional capital is being added to the origi-
nal investment at the rate of loss that occurs on the investment over
its initial duration. While this method of calculation circumvents
the problem of not being able to lose more than 100 percent of one's
capital, the assumption of additional capital being added to the in-
vestment introduces a negative distortion in the rate of return
measureo
The author has investigated a method of calculating profitability
analogous to the Boness rate of return measure. This method simply
Assume, for example, that a put on Texas Instruments is
sold at a striking price of $200 and the option writer covers with
25% margin equal to $50. If the stock falls to $140, the writer
will lose his $50 investment and $10 in addition.
5This has not been verified on a theoretical basis.
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applies the standard compound interest formula for all values of
R > -1. Thus,
(1+R') = (1+R)3 6 5/D and R' = (1+R) 3 6 5/ D - 1
where
R = rate of return on the investment
D = duration of the investment
R' = annual rate of return
The convention for R < -1 the author has adopted is to consider
rate of loss equal to the total loss divided by the original invest-
ment. Negative distortion is not introduced with this measure.
The objection against this method of calculating an annual rate
of return is that the returns are being distorted in a positive di-
rection. For example, if two equal four-month investments were made,
one yielding -100 percent and the other +100 percent, the net return
to the investor is zero. However, the simple compounding formulation
of the annual return calculation would say that the annual rate of
gain on the first investment is -100 percent and +700 percent on the
second, for an average return of +300 percent. Such a return is not
entirely implausible, however, when one considers the nature of com-
pound interest. If the investment yielding +100 percent in four
months is made for two more four-month periods, the return also being
reinvested, the average return for the two investments is +300 per-
cent. Naturally, the question is whether these investments for the
two additional four-month periods can be made. Assuming that they
can introduces a distortion in the positive direction into the av-
erage annual rate of return calculation. It should be noted that
the modified geometric average method previously discussed also
produces this positive distortion, the net distortion being a function
of the number of positive and negative returns and their duration.
Rates of return on individual investments and the over-all in-
vestment activity have been calculated using the Boness formulation
of the geometric average and the simple compound interest method.
Over-all profitability using these procedures has also been calculated
by weighting individual annual returns by duration and investment,
and by duration alone. These measures are defined on page 66.
Two other statistical measures were calculated to reflect the
nature of the profitability distributions. Standard deviation and
skewness were found for the distributions of the modified geometric
rate of return as formulated by Boness, the simple compound interest
rate of return, and for the distribution of dollar gains per option
contract sold. These statistical measures tell the relative dis-
persion of the returns around the mean and to what extent the dis-
tribution is skewed relative to other skewed distributions. If
X. = rate of return on each individual investment,1
then the standard deviation of the rates of return
where
n = the number of rates of return in the sample.
The skewness of the distribution
1
One other method of evaluating profitability of option writers
has been used which simply involves comparing the actual dollar return
per option contract written to the opportunity cost per contract
writing opportunity. This procedure provides an excellent compara-
tive measure of profitability and eliminates the difficulties found
in calculating an absolute measure of profitability where the neces-
sity of taking a weighted average creates distortions.
Gross Profit Calculation
The following discussion will show how the gross profit on a
writer's investment, which hedges or margins an option contract, is
calculated.
Gross profit is a function of
(1) the percentage of the premium retained by the put
and call writer,
(2) whether an option was hedged or margined,
(3) the price movement of the stock optioned,
(4) the dividends declared during the period the option
was outstanding, and
(5) the relationship between the option striking price
and the market price of the stock at the time the
option was written.
If an option writer has an agent who provides the writer with
advice, provides bookkeeping functions, and maintains contact with
option dealers, the agent usually retains part of the premium received
by the writer. The larger the percentage of the premium retained by
the agent, the lower the profit of the option writer.
If an option is margined, the writer loses nothing from the
price movement of stock adverse to the holder of such an option.
Similarly, he has a loss to the extent the price movement is favor-
able to the holder of such an option. Just the opposite is true if
the option sale is hedged. If a price movement of the stock optioned
is unfavorable to the option holder, it is just as unfavorable to
the option writer. If an option is hedged and a favorable price
movement for the option holder occurs, the option writer suffers no
loss.
The above statements are modified to the extent that the striking
price of the option is different from the market price of the stock
at the time the option is written. Thus if the striking price is
slightly above the market price at the time a hedged call option is
written and the option is exercised, the writer adds that small dif-
ference to his profit. If, on the other hand, he margined the sale
of the call contract, his loss is reduced by that small difference.
The writer's profit picture with a put contract is analogous.
If a put option is hedged, written at a price slightly above the
market, and ultimately exercised, the writer loses the small differ-
ence between striking and market price. If the option was margined,
he loses this small difference plus the amount of the price movement
favorable to the option holder. If, on the other hand, the put optior.
striking price is less than the market price, the writer gains the
difference when hedged and does not lose the difference when margined.
Dividends paid during the period the option is outstanding affect
the option writer as follows: The striking price specified in an
option contract is reduced by the amount of the dividends paid from
the time the option is written to the time the option is exercised.
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On a call, therefore, if the writer hedges and the call is ex-
ercised, the writer is not affected. He receives dividends due to
stock ovwnership which he in turn gives to the option holder through
a reduced striking price. If the writer had margined a call contract
which is exercised, he loses the amount of the dividends paid on the
stock in addition to the loss due to the adverse price movement of
the stock.
If the call contract had expired, the writer would have gained
the dividends paid if he had hedged. If he had margined the contract,
the dividends would not have affected him at all.
Example of Gross Profit Calculation
The following example should demonstrate the various aspects of
the gross profit calculation just described:
A six-month straddle is written on a stock selling at $50 per
share, for which the writer receives a gross premium of $850. The
option striking price is $51, and the writer keeps 90 percent of the
option premium, 10 percent going to his agent. After three months
the stock falls in price to $40 and the put side of the option is ex-
ercised. During the remaining three months of the option contract
during which the call side of the option is still outstanding, the
stock continues to fall in price and sells at $35 on the day the
call side of the option expires. During the first three months the
option was outstanding, a dividend of 30 cents per share was paid.
A dividend of 60 cents per share was paid during the last three months
the option was outstanding.
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If the option writer had hedged the call side of the straddle,
his
Gross Profit = .9(850) - 100(51-40) - 100(50-35) +
100(.30) + 100(.90) = $-1715
The writer would keep 90 percent of the premium, lose the amount
the price of the stock fell from the striking price until the put
side of the straddle was exercised, lose the amount the price of the
stock fell fran the original market price until the call side of the
straddle expired, gain the dividend paid on the stock which was put
(since the striking price was reduced by this amount) and gain the
dividend paid on the stock he held (since the stock was not called
from him).
If the option writer had margined both sides of the straddle,
his loses would have been reduced by $1,500, since he would not have
suffered the loss on the stock used to hedge the call side of the
straddle. However, he would not have received the $90 in dividends
paid on the stock during the time the call side of the straddle was
outstanding.
The Required Investment
The investment required for each option contract sale is based
on the hedge or margin requirements assumed. When margining assump-
tions are made, the minimum margin requirements allowed by the New
York Stock Exchange are used. These margin requirements are 30 per-
cent for a call and 25 percent for a put. It is also assumed that
the margin rate effective on stock purchases and sales is 70 percent
throughout the period under consideration, April, 1960, to February,
1962.6
If a put or call is sold, the applicable hedge or margin rate
is used in calculating the investment required. If a straddle is
sold where puts and calls are margined, New York Stock Exchange
regulations specify that the larger of the minimum margins that
would be required to write either a put or a call option separately
is the minimum required coverage for the sale of the straddle. This
minimum coverage is the call margin equal to 30 percent of the market
price. If either side of the straddle were to be hedged, however,
the New York Stock Exchange requires additional minimum margining
(or hedging) of the other side of the straddle. Similar reasoning
applies to the investment required for the sale of a strip or a strap
under margining assumptions. Assuming 70 percent hedging, with calls
hedged, the investment for a strap would be 165 percent of the market
price; for puts and calls margined, 60 percent, and for puts hedged,
130 percent.
The actual cash investment required of the option writer is
arrived at by deducting the premium retained by the writer from the
total investment required, as calculated under the hedging assump-
tions made. The use of the premium money in this manner is a method
of assigning its use a value. The method is alternative to assuming
that the total investment is made from the writer's stock of cash,
the premium received earning interest for the option duration. The
6The margin rate actually in effect through July 28, 1960,
was 90 percent. The effective rate from July 29, 1960, to January
30, 1962, was 70 percent. Source: "Federal Reserve Bulletin",
April, 1962.
0=4
method used eliminates the need for establishing the appropriate
interest rate at which premium money received is invested.
Costs Associated with the Writing, Exercise, or Expiration of an
Options Contract
Aside from the possible costs associated with stock price move-
ments and dividends paid on the stock during the period the option
is outstanding, the following costs are, or can be incurred:7
1. Cormissions: If a call or the call side of an option
is hedged, a commission cost is charged the writer. If the stock
is then called from the writer, a second commission is charged. If
the stock is margined and then called, the writer is charged with two
commissions when the stock is called. hen a put is sold, a commius-
sion is charged if the option is hedged. If the stock is not hedged
and the stock is subsequently put to the writer, no commission charge
or transfer taxes are levied on the option writer. Similarly, no
commission or transfer taxes are charged when the hedged call side
of an option expires. The writer feels that the decision whether
to sell stock once acquisition has been forced or a hedged call option
expires is no longer a problem associated with option writing prof-
7The endorsement fee of $6.25 which the endorsing brokerage
house usually collects has already been deducted in arriving at the
gross premium received by the option writer.
~Thile many option writers owned the stock they used to
hedge a call, an acquisition commission was charged in all cases,
since ownership information was not available on options 760-1034.
9The same holds true for hedging a put. The short sale
is assumed transferred to the writer's investment portfolio.
~1
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itability, but rather an investment decision: Is the potential value
of another investment sufficient to overcome the cost of liquidating
the present investment and making the new one? Therefore put stock
and uncalled stock acquired to hedge an option are assumed trans-
ferred to the writer's investment portfolio. The schedule of broker-
age fees applicable to stock sold on the New York and American Stock
Exchanges is shown in Table 2.
2. Interest Charges: These charges are levied in all
cases where stock purchased or sold short to hedge is margined.
An interest expense equal to 6 percent of the position margined is
charged the option writer for the period the option is outstanding.
The rate charged is about 1 1/2 percent above the prime rate in
effect during the period studied and about equal to the average
short term business loan rate in effect during the period. 1 0
3. Transfer Taxes: The option writer is charged with
these taxes whenever he sells stock, i.e., when stock is called
from him or when he hedges a put. The Federal and New York State
schedules applicable are shown in Table 3.
Computing Profitability
A computer program was written to calculate the writer profit
associated with individual option contracts and to calculate the
over-all profitability of the writing activity. This program, shown
in Appendix 4 , incorporates the concepts and methodology described
lOFederal Reserve Bank of New York "Monthly Review",
April, 1962.
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on the preceding pages.
The program processes the option data as follows:
Punched cards containing the data describing each option con-
tract are read into the computer.r The investment required of the
option writer and the costs associated with the sale of the contract
and its outcome are calculated. Net profit per option contract sold
is found by subtracting the option writing costs from gross profit.
Rates of profit are then calculated on each individual investment.
After all the option data is processed, over-all profitability and
the standard deviation and skewness of various profit distributions,
described earlier, are computed.
The program allows profitability calculations to be made under
various strategies which the option writer is assumed to follow.
These strategies will be discussed in the next chapter. To calculate
profitability according to these different strategies, certain param-
eter values must be specified before computations begin. These
parameters are:
(1) The portion of the option premium kept by the option
writer.
(2) The strategy upon which the calculations are to be
based.
(3) The call margin assumed.
(4) The put margin assumed.
The computer program was written to calculate the profitability
of all types of option outcomes found in the data studied. Certain
outcomes have not been allowed for in the program because the action
would be illogica 11, it did not occur in the data sample and would
occur too rarely to make inclusion worthwhile, or all the relevant
information could not be entered on the data cards using the present
format.
The profit calculations for the exercise of one put side of a
strip, one call side of a strap, or one call and one put on a strip
or a strap, have not been included in the program. None of these
events occur in the option sample studied.
The formulas in the profit program which calculate strip and
strap profitability assume that if all sides of the option were ex-
ercised, the two puts or two calls were exercised at the same time.
All sides of an option contract were not exercised in any of the
strips or straps encountered in the data sample studied. If all
sides of a strip or strap were exercised at different times, all the
relevant information could not be entered on the data cards using
the present format.
One final note concerning a small imperfection in the margin or
hedge investment requirement calculated for a put should be made.
The calculation in the program is based on the market price of the
stock at the time the option is written, but should be based on the
option striking price. Thus, when the striking price is above the
market pricel2, the put hedge or margin requirement calculated is
1 1The program will ignore an option with an unanticipated
outcome indicating via a punched card it has done so.
1l~ hen this does occur, there is rarely more than a $1
spread.
too low, and too high when the striking price is less than the market
price. This possible deficiency in the put or hedge coverage has no
important consequences, however, when hedge or margin requirements
of 100 percent or 70 percent are used, since these are more than
satisfactory. When a 25 percent put margin is assumed to be used,
however, the margin investment calculated is slightly insufficient
when the striking price is above the market price of the stock. The
rate of return calculated using the put margin as a base becomes
slightly magnified.
TABLE 2
BROKERAGE FEES FOR BUYING OR SELLING STOCK
ON THE NEW YORK AND AIERICAN STOCK EXCIHANGES
Purchase Price of
100 Shares of Stock
Below $100
$ 100 - $ 399





$ 3 + 2.0% of purchase price




FEDERAL AND NEW YORK STATE TRANSFER TAXES
Federal Transfer Tax
Market Price of Stock
Less than $200 per share
Greater than $200 per share
Tax
$.05 per $100 market value
of stock
$8 per 100 share
New York State Transfer Taxes
Market Price of Stock Tax
Greater than $20 per share
$10.01 - $20
$ 5.01 - $10
$ .o01 - $ 5
$4 per 100 shares
CHrAPTER IV
THE PROFITABILITY OF PUT AND CALL OPTION WRITING
Profitability of put and call option writing will be considered
from a number of aspects. First, the actual profitability of option
writing is calculated and contrasted with the profits option writers
could have made by using other possible strategies. Then the prof-
itability of each option writer is contrasted with his opportunity
cost. Next investigated are characteristics which can be associated
with all option contracts: duration, type, striking price, and out-
come--all of which may influence or determine profitability. Finally,
the relation between option writing profitability, option trade and
expiration dates, and stock market price movements is investigated.
Five possible strategies for put and call option writing have
been considered in this study.
Strategy 1: All calls and call sides of two-sided optionsl are
hedged, and puts or put sides of two-sided options are margined. Both
the call hedge and the put margin can equal 100 percent, or the call
hedge can equal 70 percent and the put margin 25 percent. This
strategy with both call hedge and put margin equal to 100 percent
was used by the option writers considered in this study.
Strategy 2: All options are margined. The call margin
can equal 30 percent and the put margin, 25 percent.
Strategy 5: Calls and call sides of two-sided options are
margined and puts or put sides of two-sided options are hedged. Both
1 Two-sided options are straddles, straps, strips, and spreads.
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the call margin and the put hedge can equal 100 percent, or the call
margin can equal 30 percent and the put margin, 70 percent.
Stratevy 4: Same as Strategy 1, except that single calls and
single puts are both hedged. If the call side of a two-sided option
is hedged at 100 percent, then a put is hedged at 100 percent and the
put side of a two-sided option is margined at 100 percent. Howvever,
if the call side is hedged at 70 percent, then a put would be hedged
at 70 percent and the put side of an option margined at 25 percent.
Strategy 5: Same as Strategy 3, except that single calls and
single puts are both hedged. If the put side of a two-sided option
is hedged at 100 percent, then a call is hedged at 100 percent and
the call side of a two-sided option is margined at 100 percent. How-
ever, if the put side is hedged at 70 percent, then a call would be
hedged at 70 percent and the call side of an option margined at 30
percent.
All strategies assume the option writer kept 86.5 percent of
the premium received on the sale of an option contract.2 Strategy
1 with calls hedged and puts margined at 100 percent, the strategy
used by the option writers considered in this study, was also evalu-
ated assuming option writers kept 100 percent of the premium.
These five strategies have been chosen because they are the only
"pure" strategies which seem feasible. Strategy 4 or Strategy 5
would be preferable to Strategies 1 or 3 if option buyers bought the
2 The writers' agent, Denmar Corporation, kept 13.5 percent
of the option premiums received.
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options which writers sold3 and if the buyers' expectations were
correct. If many options were purchased for protection , Strategies
4 and 5 would probably not be effective.
"Purell strategy here means a strategy where a certain hedge or
margin position is taken to cover the option contract sale and is
not changed while the option is outstanding. A mixed strategy is
akin to the filter rule technique5 Alexander has investigated. With
a mixed strategy, all options would initially be margined. If an
adverse price movement of a specified percent of the option striking
price occurred, the option would now be hedged. If the price of the
stock optioned then changed direction and an equivalent percent price
change occurred, the option would be margined again. Some work done
with mixed strategies6 concludes they can be more profitable for the
option writer than pure strategies. Mixed strategies have not been
investigated here primarily because the option data on which this
study is based did not have the necessary price range informiation.
Dealers might convert options before sale.
For example, a put option could be purchased to protect
against a severe price decline in a stock owned by the option buyer.
Any loss due to a drop in the price of the stock onmed would be bal-
anced by a gain on the put option. See Filer, o. cit-., supra p.
for a further discussion of the protection features associated with
option buying.
5Alexander, Sidney S., "Price Movements in Speculative
Markets: Trends or Random Walks", Industrial Management Review,
May, 1961.
Boness, oi!. cit., supra p. 31.
In addition, an entirely different data format and new profit program
would be required.
The profit results for each different strategy with its variants
of put and call hedging and margining are shown in Table 4 . De-
tailed profit results for each option studied, calculated under the
strategy actually used by the option writers, are presented in Ap-
pendix 5 . Under none of the strategies considered would it have
been possible for the option writers as a group to make a profit ex-
cept under the strategy actually used if the option wvriters had been
able to keep the entire premium. Writers would have made an average
profit of $52 per option contract sold as opposed to an $8 loss.
The average cost to the option writer for the services provided
by his agent was $60 per option contract written. These services
include obtaining higher premiums than the writers could obtain
acting independently, perforniing bookkeeping functions, and main-
taining contact with option dealers. If these benefits provided by
the option writers' agent are worth an average of $60 per option
contract vwritten, the option writers would have been no better off
handling their option writing activities independently.
Including options 681 to 750 in the data sample has raised
the actual average gain per option contract sold from -$17 without
inclusion to -$8. The average gain per option contract sold for
options 681 to 750 was $93.
8Average dollar gain per option contract written under
Strategy 1 with the option writer keeping 100 percent of the premium,
less average dollar gain per option contract written under Strategy
1 with the option writer keeping 86.5 percent of the premium.
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The distribution of dollar gains per option contract sold under
the strategy actually used by the option writers is shown in Figure
1 . This distribution has a skewness value of -2.9. All the other
strategies, except Strategy 2, have skewness values of the same mag-
nitude. These dollar gain distributions are negatively skewed because
gains are limited to the premiums received while losses are unlimited.
The dollar gain distribution for Strategy 2 is not as negatively
skewed at -1.7. This is because large double losses do not occur
with margined straddles. When straddles are hedged, large price
movements in the adverse direction9 cause losses on both sides of
the straddle.
Nothing especially significant can be said regarding the standard
deviation of the distributions of dollar gain per option contract
sold for the different strategies considered. The standard deviation
for Strategy 2 is the lowest because the large double losses on
straddles found with other strategies cannot occur.
On the basis of the evidence shown by the profitability results,
Strategies 2, 3, 4, and 5 were not desirable alternatives to Strategy
1 for the specific option sample studied and over the specific time
period investigated. Strategy 1, equivalent to selling only margined
puts, was superior because the stock market had a predominantly
upward trend over the option writing period considered. If there had
been a predominantly downward trend in the stock market over the
9 If the call side of the straddle is hedged, a drop in the
price of the stock optioned is adverse. If the put side of the
straddle is hedged, a rise in the price of the stock optioned is
adverse.
option writing period considered, Strategy 3 would probably have been
preferred to Strategy 1. This dependence on stock market movements
suggests that in a period of selectivity in stock price advances,
when the market itself is not moving up or down, Strategy 2 or a
mixed strategy might yield the highest profit. A mixed strategy
would probably be preferred to Strategy 2, since the mixed strategy
would eliminate large losses fromn price movements favorable to the
option buyer. The fact that Strategies 4 and 5 yield poorer results
than Strategies 1 and 3 indicates that options sold by writers may
be converted, option buyers' expectations are not correct, or option
buyers have other motives such as protection for the purchase of put
and call options.
It should be noted that minimum hedging and margining under
Strategy 1 reduce the required investment l 0 by 50 percent from the
investment under 100 percent margining and hedging. An average cost
per option contract sold equal to $2811 is incurred for using this
maximum leverage. However, if the writer's opportunity cost is
greater than 6 percent, the interest rate charged on the amount
margined, he will maximize his gain by following Strategy 1 using
this maximum leverage.
1 0 This refers to initial investment. If the price of the
stock optioned moves adversely, relative to the writer's hedged or
margined position, he will be required to invest additional "main-
tenance'" margin.
1 1Dollar loss per option contract sold under Strategy 1
with maximum leverage (hedging calls 75 percent and margining puts
25 percent) less dollar loss per option contract sold under Strategy
1 hedging and margining at 100 percent.
It is somewhat doubtful, however, whether this maximum leverage
can be applied with Strategy 1 and extremely doubtful whether it can
be applied with Strategy 2. This is because brokerage houses probably
will not allow option writers to use leverage unless they have other
investments which act as additional protection in case the market
moves adversely. This can be considered contingency capital which,
while not directly invested in option writing, is necessary if lev-
erage is to be obtained. This contingency capital can be invested
in other financial securities. Since the option ,,rriters considered
in this study do not use all their capital for option writing, they
should have sufficient amounts invested in other types of financial
securities to make same leveraging of option writing possible.
Option Writer Profitability
Table 5 presents the option writing profitability results for
each of the 76 option writers considered in this study. Results are
tabulated for option numbers 1 to 759 and for option numbers 1 to
1034. The last grouping reflects actual total profitability. The
first grouping is used for analysis purposes, however, because in-
formation whether option writers ovmed or purchased the stock they
used to hedge calls is available only for these options.
The writers' opportunity cost per option written has been cal-
culated as the appropriate combination of the following:
(1) The gain or loss that occurred on the stock optioned
over the period of the option if the writer used stock
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he owned to hedge the sale of a call.12
(2) 5 percentl3 earned on the investment required to ac-
quire stock if it was purchased to hedge a call.
(3) 5 percent earned on the investment required to margin
the put side of an option.14
The computer program used to make these calculations is pre-
sented in Appendix 6.
The actual profit per option contract written on the 722 con-
tracts covering options numbered 1 to 759 was -$3 per contract. The
writer opportunity cost on these same contracts was $133 per option
writing opportunity. On the 340 options where the writer hedged
calls with stock he already owned, the average profit per contract
written was $16 and the opportunity cost per option writing oppor-
tunity was $170.
Thirty of the 76 option writers vwrote six or more options during
the period studied. Eighteen of these 30 writers made a profit, one
broke even, and eleven lost money. Of the eighteen who made a profit,
sixteen had a higher opportunity cost per option writing opportunity
12Dividends paid should also have been added to this op-
portunity cost.
13It is assumed the option writer could have invested his
money to earn 5 percent.
1 4 This calculation, just as the program written to evaluate
option writing profitability, assumes the market price rather than
the option striking price determines the put margin requirement.
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than their actual profit per option written.1 The writer who broke
even and ten of the eleven who lost money also would have done better
by not writing options.
Thirty-two of the 46 option writers who sold five options or
less made a profit and fourteen lost money. Seventeen of the 32
making a profit and ten of the fourteen suffering a loss had higher
opportunity costs than profits per option contract sold.
Thus 50 of the 76 option writers studied made a profit, but 33
of them would have done better by not writing options. Twenty-two
of the 26 individuals who lost money writing options would have made
a profit or have lost less by not writing options.
Profitability and Option Duration
In Chapter III it was recognized that the average rate of return
per option contract written is a distorted measure of profitability
to the extent that outcome is a function of duration. The results
for the option profitability calculations with options classified
by duration are shown in Table 6.. The correlation coefficient be-
tween average durationl 6 and dollar gain per option contract written,
+.70, is significant at the 10 percent level. This high correlation
coefficient indicates that some distortion is present in this measure
of profitability when applied to the investments made by the put and
1 5 In Table 5 where individual writer profits are presented,
actual profit per option written has been subtracted from opportunity
cost per option written rather than the more standard reverse pro-
cedure. This was done because opportunity cost was usually greater
than profit.
16e (date action taken--trade date)/number of options written.
call option writers studied.
It is important to note that this high correlation between out-
come and duration means that the over-all estimate of profitability
of -$8 per option contract sold or -. 1 percent average rate of return
per option contract sold is distorted in the negative direction.
This negative distortion occurs because no six-month options written
in the last six months of the period under consideration were in-
cluded in this study. As indicated in Chapter II17, a cut-off date
was established beyond which no options included in the sample could
expire.
The standard deviation of the distribution of dollar gains per
option contract sold for a duration class, and the average duration
for that class has a correlation coefficient of .5418 This correla-
tion coefficient is not significant at the 10 percent level for the
six observations made. Therefore the hypothesis that the standard
deviation of dollar gains per option contract sold is independent
of duration cannot be rejected. This result is surprising, since
on an a priori basis, a definite relation between the two variables
would be expected.
Profitability and Option Tge
Results of the profitability calculations for options classified
by option type are shown in Table 7. Puts and calls were profitable
17See p. 8.
18Gains on 21-day options have been eliminated because they
are all identical, the distribution having a zero standard deviation.
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for the option writer on the average, while money was lost on strad-
dles. The better performance of puts and calls suggests option
writers might do better by not writing straddles. If just margined
puts and hedged calls were sold on different stocks, the writers
would eliminate the possibility of large double losses occurring
from a sizable drop in the price of a stock optioned. Selling
puts and calls on different stocks is equivalent to diversifying
to reduce risk. The sale of a straddle, using a puts-margined and
calls-hedged strategy, is equivalent to selling two margined puts.
Such a position offers no diversification at all.
It is interesting to note the positive correlation between out-
come by option type and the skewness of the dollar gain distribution
by option type. This relationship indicates that option types, when
profitable, had more large gains than large losses. Similarly, when
option types yielded losses, they had more large losses than large gains.
Profitability, Option Taoe> and Duration
The first table below shows profitability by option type and
duration. The second table shows the number of option contracts sold
in each option type-duration class.
While, on the average, money is lost on straddles and short
duration options, straddles show an average profit only for 60-day
options. Put and call option gains cause the relatively high profits
found with long term options. Nothing else especially significant
is noticeable from these results.
__: _
TABLE 8
AVERAGE PERCEINT RATE OF RETURN PER OPTION CONTRACT SOLD
DURATION
30 days 60 days 90 days 6 m<
TYPE1 9 CALL 0. 5 -1.4 -1.3
TYPE
TABLE 9
NUMBER OF OPTION CONTRACTS WRITTEN
DURATION
30 days 60 days 90 days 6 months
CALL 3 59 100 162
PUT 7 11 31 26
STRADDLE 2 100 167 138
Profitability and Option Striking Price
The profit results for options classified by option striking
price are shovm in Table 10. Some positive correlation between op-
tion wrriting profitability and striking price seems to be present.
This positive correlation between outcome and striking price indicatcs
19Strips, straps, and spreads have not been included because
the number of occurrences of each of these option types iS too small
to provide meaningful information.
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that writers will have greater profits by writing options on higher
priced stocks. A regression of investment per option contract on a
measure of stock quality, which will be discussed in Chapter V, cor-
roborates this hypothesis.20
Profitability and Option Outcome
Table 11 presents the results for option contracts grouped by
option outcome. Only on those options where stock was called did
option writers make profits. Such profits were to be expected, how-
ever, since all calls were hedged. The largest losses were incurred
where stock was put to the option vwriter.and were mainly due to the
double losses occurring on straddles. It is interesting to note
that the premiums from expiring puts, straddles, and calls were not
sufficient to offset the losses on stock held to hedge unexercised
call options.
Option Writing Profitability Related to Option Trade and Expiration
Dates and Stock Market Price Levels
To determine whether a relationship existed between the level
of the stock market and option writing profitability, the options
were grouped by trade and by expiration dates, by months, and processed
through the option writing profit program. The results are shovn in
Table 12.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, a widely used indicator of
stock price levels, was regressed with option outcomes classified
first by trade and then by expiration dates. A correlation coefficient
2 0 Chapter V, p. 82.
significant at the 1 percent level, -. 68, was found between outcomes
21
grouped by trade date and the Dow Jones Average. The average rate
of return on option contracts written during a month is plotted with
the Dow Jones time series in Figure 2 . The options which were
written when the stock market was at its lowest levels were profit-
able for option writers, and those sold at its highest level were
unprofitable. This relationship between profitability and trade
date stock market price levels is due to the margining-puts and
hedging-calls strategy used by the option writers.
A non-significant correlation coefficient of -. 28 was found
between the Dow Jones Average and outcomes grouped by expiration
date. This low correlation coefficient probably occurred because
each group contains options of different duration. In Chapter VI
a significant positive correlation will be shown between the value
of a portfolio of option contract sales and the level of the stock
market as represented by the Dow Jones Average.
It should be noted that the option writers' agent began his
activities just prior to the period studied, and his volume of option
sales grew over the period. Therefore most of the options in the
sample studied had trade dates around the middle and end of the per-
iod. Because options written at the beginning of the period were
profitable for option writers, the total profitability of the option
writing activity is understated relative to that which it would have
2 1 The degrees of freedom used to evaluate the significance
of the correlation coefficient have not been adjusted for possible
auto-correlation of successive observations of the Dow Jones Average.
_I _ _
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been with a constant rate of option sales over the period considered.
This is not meant to imply that poor profitability results were
obtained because option sales were bunched during periods unprofitable
for option writing. As indicated in Table 12, stock option sales
were well distributed over the period, September, 1960, to October,
1961, with the largest sales volumes occurring during periods which
yield practically a zero return, March and June, 1961.
Fig. 1
Distribution of Dollar Gains per Option Contract Sold
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Option Profitability as a Function of Trade Date















































6 7 8 9 10 1112 1 2 34 6 7 8 9 10 1121 2 3 average or monthly
1960 1961 1962 high and low prices
---- -- ------------ I
IThe first number indicates the strategy.
The second number indicates the put margin or hedge required.
The third number indicates the call margin or hedge required.
The fourth number indicates the percent of the premium kept by the option writer.
23ee age 65:ftr explnat-i.n Of 0ollm headins.
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STRATEGIES1 (1)2  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
1
100








70 -36 2959 -1.2 619 -3.0 7.2 5.4 42.0 904.7 28.5 -1.6 -1.0 -5.6 81.6 -4.1 126 851
86.5
2




PROFITABILITY OF PUT AND CALL OPTION WRITING UNDER DIFFERENT WRITER STRATEGIES
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TABLE 4 (continued)
PROFITABILITY OF PUT AND CALL OPTION WRITING UNDER DIFFERENT WRITER STRATEGIES
STRATEGIES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
3
100 -179 5971 -3.0 873 -3.2 -4.0 -2.8 -3.8 35.8 -. 7 -7.4 -6.8 -12.1 59.2 -4.2 126 851100
86.5
3



































Average dollar gain per option contract sold (in dollars)
Average investment per option contract sold (in dollars)
Average return per option contract sold (column 1 column 2)
Standard deviation of dollar gain per option contract sold (in dollars)
Skewness of dollar gain per option contract sold
Investment and duration weighted average, compound interest method annual return (percent)
Duration weighted average, compound interest method annual return (percent)
Compound interest method average annual return (percent)
Standard deviation of compound interest method average annual return (percent)
Skewness of compound interest method average annual return
Investment and duration weighted average, continuously compounded annual return (percent)
Duration weighted average, continuously compounded annual return (percent)
Continuously compounded average annual return (percent)
Standard deviation of continuously compounded average annual return (percent)
Skewness of continuously compounded average annual return
Average duration of an option contract (in days)
Number of option contracts
See page 66 for definition of profit measures used.
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EXHIBIT 8
PROFIT MEASURES USED IN CALCULATING
OPTION WRITING PROFITABILITY
Definitions: t = option duration
n = number of option contracts
R = duration rate of return
R' = annual rate of return
e = natural logarithm base




Investment and duration weighted average compounid interest
method annual return =
L.
(ti)(Ii)( )
- J if Ri > -1




7 Duration weighted average, compound interest method annual
return =
if R -
if R. < -1
1





(ti) (1+Ri) 36 - 1]
L.
1
iti)Ii) i)365/(ti i ) (+R ) )
EXIBIT 8 (continued)
Column









if R > -1
if R < -1
.j
11 Investment and duration weighted average, continuously
compounded annual return =
if R >O]
if R < Oj
E t.I.
i=1
12 Duration weighted average, continuously compounded annual
return =
(t ) (365/t) (In(l+R))
(In(l+ R ))
i=l
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PROFIT RESULTS ON OPTION CONTRACTS GROUPED BY OFTION DURATION
DURATION* (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
21 -281 3702 -7.6 0. 0. -74.7 -74.7 -74.7 0. 7300 -127.2 -127.2 -127.2 0. 5162 21 8
30-35 -35 5258 -. 7 365. -.2 20.1 8.9 3.4 73.3 -.1 -6.0 -26.7 -36.7 112.7 -. 7 30 12
46-70 -8 7478 -. 1 583 -4.3 3.9 5.4 5.4 26.4 -1.3 0. 1.9 1.4 34.1 -2.9 63 176
81-110 -70 6119 -1.1 633 -3.0 -.7 .2 .4 26.6 -.9 -3.6 -2.5 -2.4 29.3 -1.4 94 302
120-165 75 6373 1.2 266 .6 3.4 1.1 1.4 8.6 .4 3.1 .9 1.1 8.3 .3 134 4
183-204 51 5111 1.0 639 -2.3 3.0 3.2 4.1 22.4 -. 5 2.3 2.3 3.0 21.0 -1.3 189 338
214-286 120 7034 1.7 769 -.5 3.2 2.9 -.9 19.7 -.9 -.5 -.7 -1.1 19.0 -.9 232 11
(Expiration date - trade date)
** See page 65 for explanation of column headings
*** 2(date action taken - trade date)/ number of options written
-I-i
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TABLE 7
PROFIT RESULTS ON OPTION CONTRACTS GROUPED BY OPTION TYPE
OPTION
TYPE (1)* (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
CALL 18 4338 .4 541 -4.3 4.1 4.9 4.3 28.6 -.8 1.6 2.9 .4 33.6 -2.0 130 332
PUT 64 4186 1.5 359 1.5 7.4 3.6 .9 33.8 -.3 4.5 .7 -7.3 51.8 -2.8 120 81
STRADDLE -49 7317 -.7 692 -2.3 .3 .0 ..7 24.2 -1.2 -13 -1.6 -1.3 26.9 -2.0 123 417
STRIP -2 13367 0.0 932 -.6 1.2 3.5 -. 9 22.3 -.6 0.0 2.2 -2.4 23.5 -. 7 143 8
STRAP 706 14102 5.0 347 -.1 14.6 14.1 13.9 2.5 -.1 13.6 13.2 13.0 2.2 -.2 145 5
STRIP -135 9634 -1.Z: 1285 -1.6 -1.8 -.9 .7 25.5 -1.2 -2.7 -1.9 -.2 25.3 -1.2 129 8
*See P. 65 for explanation of column headings.
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TABLE 10
PROFIT RESULTS ON OPTION CONTRACTS GROUPED BY STRIKING PRICE
*See page 65 for explanation of column headings.
Striking (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
$8.875
to 4 3251 0.1 342 -2.2 2.0 2.8 3.5 23.2 -.8 .8 1.5 2.0 23.0 -1.1 143 310
29.875
30. 000
to -86 5788 -1.5 671 -2.7 -1.3 -.1 -1.4 31.0 -.8 -3.7 -2.6 -6.5 40.3 -2.2 115 317
49.875
50.000
to 51 8403 .6 575 -2.7 3.7 4.5 5.4 24.6 -. 4 2.1 2.9 2.3 30.3 -3.5 114 146
79.875
80.000
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TABLE 11
PROFIT RESULTS ON OPTION CONTRACTS GROUPED BY OPTION OUTCOME
ACTION (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
TAIKEN
CALLED 292 6259 4.8 212 1.3 15.4 16.4 16.5 15.9 -2.8 14.1 14.8 13.7 21.4 -5.7 121 389
PUT 
-458 6423 -7.1 749 -2.1 -16.8 -17.1 -19.2 24.9 -.6 -19.1 -19.3 -23.8 36.7 -2.7 125 232
EXPIRED 
-66 4633 -1.4 647 -3.3 




2 PUTSSTRIP -1060 17122 -6.2 93 3
2 CALLS
STRAP 706 14102 5.0 145 5
EXTEITDED 457 7902 5.8 97 1
*See P. 65 for explanation of column headings.
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TABLE 12
PROFITABILITY OF OPTION WRITING AS A FUNCTION



































































































































1 TOTAL GAIN/TOTAL INVESTENT
2Average of high and low prices for the month.
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CHAPTER V
STOCK QUALITY AND OPTION WRITING
In this chapter, the author briefly examines the question of
whether some measure of the "investment quality'" of a stock can be
associated with the attractiveness of that stock for option writing.
Such a measure of quality could also be used to compare the quality
level of an option writer's investment portfolio with the quality
level of stocks that are potential additions to his portfolio through
option writing.
Stocks put to the writer or stocks bought to hedge call options
which were not called must be utilized in some manner. WhethLer the
writer will add these stocks to his regular investment portfolio,
sell them to acquire cash, or use them to hedge call options is open
to question. The writers studied in this thesis, however, are all
advised by their agent to write options only on stocks they would be
willing to hold in their portfolio on a long term basis. Therefore,
by comparing the quality level of his investment portfolio with the
quality level of potential additions, the extent to which an option
writer is willing to change the quality level of his present invest-
ment portfolio to accommodate the desires of option buyers can be
determined.
The stocks owned by the writer used to hedge call options must
be used to represent the present quality level of his investment
portfolio, since they make up the only sample available. These
stocks, however, may not accurately represent this present quality
level if they are stocks the writer wishes to eliminate fram his
portfolio because their quality level is too low. The study must
proceed under these limitations.
The quality measurel the author has chosen to investigate in
this study was designed by the Value Line Investment Survey to re-
flect past growth in dividends and earnings and past stability of
price behavior of a particular stock relative to other stocks. If
this quality measure is an accurate predictor of future performance,
it should correlate well with the profitability of writing options
on particular stocks and the desirability of holding particular stocks
in an investment portfolio.
Stability is weighted about three times as much as earnings and
dividends growth in determining the quality grade of a particular
stock. Nine grades ranging from A+ to C- are used to rate stocks.
Quality ratings for the stocks considered in this study if rated by
Value Line are given in Exhibit 4.
The 722 options numbered 1 to 759 were used in evaluating the
usefulness of the Value Line investment quality rating as a predictor
of future performance. This group of options rather than the whole
sample set were used in the test of quality vs. outcome to be con-
sistent with the sample used when testing the potential quality change
in writers' portfolios.
The 722 options were divided into quality groups based on quality
1This quality measure is described in greater detail in
The Evaluation of Common Stocks by Arnold Bernhard (Simon and
Schuster, New York, 1959), p. 41.
=-~--~f ~s~L~i~L~
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raings assigned by Value Line to the stocks on which the options were
written. The results of the profit calculations by quality groups
are shown in Table 13. Outcome, as measured by average rate of re-
turn per option contract sold, when regressed with quality yielded
a correlation coefficient of .61, which is significant at the 10
percent level. These results are shown in Figure 3 . Therefore the
hypothesis that option writing profitability is independent of quality
is rejected.
The results are somewhat affected by the specific Value Line
quality ratings used, those assigned to each stock on August 28,
1961. This use of quality ratings existing at a single point in time
introduces a small amount of inaccuracy into the results, since ideally
the quality rating given to each stock at the time the option is
written should be used.2
A second factor that could have affected the regression of out-
come on quality is the fact that the options written on stocks in
the extreme quality groups may not be adequate samples. The C-
quality groups consisted of three options on two different stocks;
2Quality ratings are revised quarterly. The author weighed
the large additional amount of time involved in obtaining quality
information on a particular stock at the time an option was written
and the additional data processing required vs. the potential gain
in accuracy that could be achieved. He decided in favor of the
method used. A comparison of one set of quarterly ratings with the
succeeding set showed only a few cases where ratings were changed,
and then only by one quality class. Texas Instruments, one of the
stocks in the sample studied, had a very large price fall during the
period under consideration. It had a quality rating change from A-
to B-, but this occurred on February 5, 1962, six days after the end
of the period under consideration.
the C quality group, six options on four different stocks; and the
A+ quality group, eight options on two different stocks. Value Line
gave nine stocks a C- rating, 57 stocks a C rating, and eight stocks
an A+ rating. These extreme quality groups have large opposite values
for rate of return per option contract sold which were very important
in determining the significant correlation coefficient found between
quality and outcome. Therefore if the sample used to represent each
of these groups is not representative of the performance of the
quality group as a whole, the regression of outcome on quality gave
inaccurate results. Another reason these results are not entirely
accurate is that outcome has not been adjusted for duration.
The small number of options written in the C- to C quality groups
could indicate that the advice of the writers' agent to sell options
only on stocks they would like to hold in their portfolios on a long
term basis, is followed. However, this result could also be attributed
to the fact that the stocks in which option buyers are interested fall
mostly into the middle and upper quality groups. Therefore, on the
basis of this evidence, nothing conclusive regarding the quality
distribution of the put and call options writers prefer selling can
be said. We do not know to what extent they decline option writing
opportunities on low quality stocks.
Even though the mean quality level of the stocks on which options
were sold and the stocks rated by Value Line were very close, 5.07
vs. 5.19, the quality distribution of stocks on which options are
sold is different from the quality distribution of all stocks rated
by Value Line at the 1 percent level of significance. This result
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was found by a test of significance applied to the cumulative dis-
tribution function for the probability of occurrence of a certain
quality level or higher.3 The greatest difference between the cumu-
lative distribution functions occurs at the A- quality level, the
number of stocks with quality ratings of this grade or higher being
significantly greater than the number of options being written on
these quality grades.
It is possible to infer from the preponderance of middle quality
options relative to the quality distribution of Value Line stocks,
the desire of option buyers to concentrate on stocks in the middle
quality range. Option writers would not be adverse to writing options
on high quality stock.
The above conclusions must be tempered by the 109 options written
which were not assigned quality ratings by Value Line. The negative
rate of return per option contract sold, -4.95 percent, associated
with this group of options indicates the stocks the options were
written on would probably fall in low quality groups if they had been
assigned a rating.
Of these 109 options sold, 46 or 42 percent of the total were
puts, or calls which were hedged by stock bought specifically for
that purpose. In the rest of the sample consisting of options on
stocks to which quality ratings were assigned, 331 or 54 percent of
the total were puts, or calws which were hedged by stock bought
3See Massy, F. J., Jr., "'The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for
Goodness of Fit", Journal of the American Statistical Association,
March, 1951, Vol. 46, pp. 68-78.
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specifically for that purpose. This difference is significant at
the 5 percent level. 4
Since the unrated stocks probably fall into low quality groups,
it can be concluded that whenever options are sold on stock not owned
by the option writer, the stock is more likely to be of high or aver-
age quality than low quality. Again, no specific evidence is avail-
able as to whether this was due to writer selectivity or whether these
were just the option writing opportunities that presented themselves.
It is interesting to note the high correlation coefficient be-
tween the quality rating and the average investment per option nwritten
in each quality group, .90. This significant correlation coefficient
indicates that the higher quality stocks are usually the higher riced
ones. It also tends to confirm the hypothesis that the 109 options
vwitten on unrated stocks probably fall into low quality groups.
Their average investment per option contract, $3,965, places them
somewhere in the C quality range.
In addition to finding a relationship between quality and out-
come, relationships found existing between quality and the variance
of outcome and quality and the skewness of the outcoame distribution
would have been desirable. Unfortunately, such relationships w ere
not indicated in the data studied, low correlation coefficients of
+.26 and +.25 existing respectively between quality and variance and
quality and skewness of dollar return per option contract written.
4X2 test for the significance of a difference in proportions
was used. See M. J. Moroney, Facts From Figures, (Penguin Books,
Baltimore, 1960), p. 254.
To attempt a more accurate estimate of the effect of option
writing on the quality level of a writer's portfolio of stocks, some
tests of the mean and variance of the quality levels of stocks pres-
ently owned were made against the means and variance of the quality
levels of the stocks that could potentially be added to the writer's
portfolio through his writing activities.
Because some stocks do not have ratings assigned to them by
Value Line, two sets of tests were made, one including and one ex-
cluding options written on these stocks. When included, a B- rating
was given to the stocks not rated by Value Line. The following
hypotheses regarding the means and variances of different stock
groupings were tested:
(1) The mean and variance of the quality distribution of
the stocks held in the writer's portfolio is the same
as the mean and variance of the quality distribution
of the stocks purchased to hedge option sales and the
stocks on which puts were sold.
(2) The mean and variance of the quality distribution of
those stocks held in the writer's portfolio are the
same as the mean and variance of the quality distribu-
tion of the stocks purchased.
(3) The mean and variance of the quality distribution of
all stocks held is the same as the mean and variance
This rating was selected prior to making the analysis
described on the preceding pages. On the basis of the return earned
on options written on the unrated stocks, -4.95 percent per option
contract sold, a lower quality rating would have been chosen.
0
of the quality distribution of those stocks on which
puts were sold.
The procedure used was as follows:
The quality ratings associated with the stocks studied were
punched on cards in sequence according to the code numbers initially
assigned to the stock. An additional item was punched which indi-
cated whether the rating had been assigned by Value Line or by the
author.
The ratings were fed to a computer using a program which asso-
ciated each rating with its corresponding stock identification number.
The punched cards for each option contract were not entered into the
ccmpter and tested to see which stock was optioned. Then an output
card was punched with the quality rating of the stock and the code
describing the source of the rating, along with the information on
the original cards necessary for further analysis.
A second program was now used which tested each option to see
whether it was a put, whether stock had been purchased to hedge the
option , and whether Value Line had assigned the quality rating..
The number of option contracts having stocks falling in each group
and their respective qualities were totaled and t and f tests of
significance used to test the means and variances of the various
Each of the straps in the sample should have been counted
twice, since 200 shares are necessary to hedge the call sides of the
option. Since there were only five straps in the sample, it is be-
lieved that no significant bias was introduced.
I__ _
groups for any significant difference.7 The two programs used are
presented in Appendix 7.
The results for each test made on the 722 options in this sample
show no significant difference in the mean quality levels of the
distributions at the 10 percent level of significance. The number
of options falling in each group considered and the average quality
for that group are tabulated in Table 14.
The only significant difference between the variances of the
quality distributions was found at the 10 percent level between the
distribution of quality of stocks held and the distribution of quality
of stocks on which puts were sold (both for all stocks and for only
those stocks rated by Value Line). The variance of the quality dis-
tribution of the stocks held is the greater. Therefore the stocks
on which put options were sold were more concentrated around the mean
quality level of stocks already held than the stocks determining this
mean. It is not known whether the interests of the option buyers or
the desires of the option writers caused the stocks put options were
sold on to have this high average quality rating concentration.
These tests on means and variances were also made for some of
the individual option writers. Those selected had a large enough
number of option contract sales to make it unlikely the sample would
be biased. Unfortunately, these clients sold very few put contracts,
so separate tests on the quality of this group vs. the quality of
7See Bowker and Lieberman, Handbook of Industrial Statistics.
(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1955), p. 852, for descriptions of
the t and f tests used.
nm mma- _ __
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stocks already held could not be made.
Writers 9, 10, 13, and 84 had at least ten option contracts sold
in each of the groupings made (both the entire stock groups and only
that segment of each group rated by Value Line) other than the group-
ing, number of puts sold. For writers 9 and 10, the tests previously
described showed that the hypothesis that the mean and variance of
the distributions tested were the same, could not be rejected at the
10 percent level of significance. For writer 84, the means of the
quality distributions were not significantly different, but all the
variances were different at the 10 percent level of significance.
The variance of the quality of the stocks that originally were in
the writer's portfolio was much larger than the variance of the
quality of the stocks purchased. The mean quality levels of the
groups tested for writer 13 were all significantly different at the
10 percent level. The stocks writer 13 purchased and sold puts on
had a significantly lower quality level than the stocks he originally
held.
While the last result indicates that some clients may be changing
the quality level of their portfolio in the direction of lower quality
stocks to accommodate the desires of option purchasers, the sample
is not random, and this is an isolated case in which the stocks rep-
resenting the writer's portfolio may not be representative. The
quality level of option writers' investment portfolios cannot be
shown as changing when all the options in the sample are considered
as a group.
To recapitulate, the correlation coefficient between outcome
and quality, .61, is significant at the 10 percent level indicating
there is a relationship between the quality rating of the stock op-
tioned and the direction of future price movement of the stock. The
Value Line "investment quality" rating is the type of quality measure
that option writers using a calls-hedged, puts-margined strategy
could use to their advantage in determining the stocks on which to
sell options.
While no positive statement can be made about why more options
are not written in the low quality groups, it can be said that more
options are not written in the higher quality groups because option
buyers are not especially interested in these stocks. This is prob-
ably because of the stable behavior of the stocks.
While it may occur in some individual cases, option writers as
a whole do not appear to be changing the quality level of their port-
folios through their acquisition of stock to hedge call options or
fram stock put to them.
m
TABLE 13
PROFIT RESULTS ON OPTIONS BROKEN DOWN BY QUALITY1
OF THE STOCKS ON WHICH OPTIONS WERE WRITTEN2
'Value Line Qualit Rating.
2
See page 89 for explanation of column headtin G
QUALITY (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (i7) (18)
A+ 349 10,748 3.25 108 .4 10.1 10.5 11.3 3.2 .2 9.6 10.0 10.7 2.9 .2 124 8 1
A I00 6,964 1.38 545 -. 3 5.1 4.0 7.7 21.5 1.0 3.9 2.9 6.o 18.7 .3 132 43 12
A- -107 11,438 -. 94 1,442 -2.0 2.4 5.5 2.0 31.5 -1.7 -1.9 1.7 -3.5 43.0 -2.1 113 33 12
B+ 63 7,360 .86 476 -. 5 4.6 3.1 3.8 26.0 .5 5.0 1.4 1.3 25.0 -. 5 107 143 18
B 69 6,173 1.12 397 -1.2 5.2 6.6 2.7 27.6 -1.2 3.5 4.5 -2.3 38.3 -2.6 118 166 22
B- -2 4,850 .00 582 -4.2 2.9 4.6 4.9 26.3 -. 4 0.5 2.8 2.1 28.5 -2.1 124 122 15
C+ -74 4,354 -1.71 740 -2.7 .7 6.5 4.4 29.5 -1.7 -5.8 3.4 .6 35.3 -2.0 125 89 13
c 94 3,796 2.41 193 -. 2 9.0 8.6 9.0 21.1 -. 5 7.8 7.5 71 3 20.3 -. 6 115 6 6
C- -127 1,518 -8.40 96 -. 4 -15.2 -16.0 -16.0 1.5 .4 -15.1 -16.0 -16.0 1.5 .4 194 3 1
UNKNOWN -178 3,965 -4.95 663 -2.6 -8.7 -6.4 -4.9 28.7 -. 6 -10.2 -8.0 -6.7 29.2 -. 8 138 109
TOTAL 722 100
ii
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Average dollar gain per option contract sold (in dollars)
Average investment per option contract sold (in dollars)
Average return per option contract sold (column 1 column 2)
Standard deviation of dollar gain per option contract sold (in dollars)
Skewness of dollar gain per option contract sold
Investment and duration weighted average, compound interest method annual return (percent)
Duration weighted average, compound interest method annual return (percent)
Compound interest method average annual return (percent)
Standard deviation of compound interest method average annual return (percent)
Skewness of compound interest method average annual return
Investment and duration weighted average, continuously compounded annual return (percent)
Duration weighted average, continuously compounded annual return (percent)
Continuously compounded average annual return (Percent)
Standard deviation of continuously compounded average annual return (percent)
Skewness of continuously compounded average annual return
Average duration of an option contract (in days)
Number of option contracts
Percent of the 978 stocks rated by value line on 8/28/61 given this rating
ee page 66 for definition of profit measures used.
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TABLE 14
QUTALITk RATINGS OF STOCKS OPTIONED
(1) Stock bought to hedge call options
(2) Stock rated by Value Line bought
to hedge call options
(3) Stock on which puts were sold
(4) Stock rated by Value Line on which
puts were sold
(5) Stock ovned by writers used to
hedge call options
(6) Stock rated by Value Line, owned









19 quality levels: A+ = 9, A = 8, A- = 7, ..- C- = 1










DEVOTING FIXED AMOUNTS OF CAPITAL TO OPTION WRITING
Put and call option writing has been discussed in this thesis
under the assumption that an option writer has only part of his
capital devoted to this activity. The impression has been gained
from various investment circles that most writers do not devote their
capital solely to option writing, that those who have done so have
not been happy with the results, and that the prevailing philosophy
believes option writing is a profitable auxiliary activity to man-
aging an investment portfolio.
Some of the possible tax advantages associated with option
writing and the opportunity to write options on stocks presently
owned or desired can make the activity a profitable sideline. Hiow-
ever, the possibility of capital devoted solely to option writing
earning as much or more profit than an investment portfolio is not
precluded.
Whether part or all of the investor's capital is devoted to
option writing, the question of the minimum amount of capital neces-
sary to engage in this activity is open to question. At what level
of capital is the risk of loss for not having spaced option sales
over a sufficient period of time and over a large enough range of
stocks too high?
Denmar Corporation, an agent for many option writers, does not
like to act as agent for any client with less than $50,000 to invest
in put and call option writing. Kruizengal notes "one option dealer
1 Kruizenga, Richard, "Put and Call Options: A Theoretical
and Market Analysis", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, M.I.T., 1956, p. 69.
estimates that a portfolio of $50,000 is the smallest upon which
options could be written with sufficient regularity to make it
worthwhile." No statistical evidence is cited to support this as-
sertion. The amount of capital actually needed to write options is
a function of the writer strategy. For example, the amount needed
would be less if a mixed strategy2 rather than a pure strategy were
used, since only fixed percentage losses of capital for price move-
ments in any one direction would occur.
To shed more light on the two questions of devoting a fixed
amount of capital to option writing and the minimum amount of capital
necessary to write options safely, the writer has simulated the ac-
tions of a hypothetical option writer as follows:
A fixed amount of capital is assigned to the option writer. The
writer is then faced with the option writing opportunities used as
data in this thesis, presented in chronological order. If the writer
has sufficient capital to make the investment, he does so; if not,
the next investment is considered. Investments that have been made
are liquidated as they come due.
A flow diagram of the computer program written to do this simu-
lation is shown in Exhibit 9 and the program itself in Appendix 8
The input data are the results from the option writing profit pro-
gram. These results represent actual historical investment and
profit per option contract. The simulation has been run for initial
writer investments of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 100,
2Boness, o. ci*t., supra p. 31.
~IIC--
150, 200, 300, and 500 thousand dollars.
As the amount of capital initially attributed to the option
writer increases, the option writer will not necessarily be writing
the same options he did with a lesser amount of capital, plus addi-
tional ones the increase in capital has made possible. Timing dif-
ferences in the availability of capital may occur, since an option
may now be written which was passed by when sufficient capital to
cover the option was not available.
The results obtainable from the simulation are not quite as
accurate as would be desired in the ultimate. The following factors
which affect the simulation profitability calculations have not been
adjusted for, but tend to balance each other out:
(1) No interest earnings on idle cash are imputed to the
option writer. Idle cash is present (a) at the begin-
ning of the period considered when the writer is wait-
ing to cover option contract sales as they materialize,
(b) may be present during the period when available
capital is inadequate to provide coverage on an addi-
tional option contract, and (c) is present at the end
of the period when option contracts are being exercised
or expire and an insufficient number of option writing
opportunities are presenting themselves.
(2) No ccmmission or transfer tax fees are charged the
option writer on the sale of stock bought to hedge
which was not called, or on stock put to the writer.
This is because the input to the simulation program
has profitability calculations based on these assump-
tions.
Another assumption which does not affect the profitability cal-
culations but does abstract from reality is the lack of choice the
hypothetical option wrtier has in deciding whether to write a par-
ticular option contract. The option contracts which make up the
sample studied in this thesis are the summation of "yes" answers to
this question by the option writers in the group. This simulation
does not leave the option writer the choice to reject a particular
option contract if sufficient capital is available to properly hedge
and/or margin its sale.
While no specific bias should be introduced into the profita-
bility calculations because of the following factor, it should be
noted that options which were written on the same day were considered
in the order in which the data for each option was coded and not
necessarily in the order in which the options were written.
Initially the simulation was performed assuming that a contract
being exercised or expiring on the same day as the opportunity to
write a new contract occurs, is terminated before the new opportunity
is considered. In evaluating the results frcan the simulation, the
author realized that the reverse order of events is more plausible.
It should take a certain amount of time for a writer to be notified
that uncommitted capital is available for writing options. Ordering
events in the reverse order--i.e., considering new option writing
3See Chapter 3, p. 40.
opportunities as occurring prior to the termination of any contracts
on a particular day--leads to different simulation results. Money
now is becoming available to write options a day later than with the
original assumptions.
Sample simulations assuming termination of existing option con-
tracts after new writing opportunities are considered are shown in
Exhibit 10 for $10,000, $25,000, and $50,000 initial capital. Sum-
maries of the results of both sets of simulations are shown in Tables
15 and 16.
Very little in the way of a positive contribution to the question
of how much capital one needs to write options successfully can be
derived from the simulation results for this set of data. In this
instance (under both sets of assumptions), a writer starting initially
with the smallest amount of capital invested, $5,000, would have made
the largest percent return on his investment, 13.9 percent. If the
writing period had started with saome other option contract (No. 559,
for example), the writer could have suffered a 20 percent or 30 per-
cent loss of his capital on the first option contract written.
It can only be said that it is possible to write options suc-
cessfully with a limited amount of capital. However, the variation
in the value of one's portfolio of option contract sales and cash
could be much greater, the smaller the amount of capital devoted to
writing options. Other simulations would have to be run on samples
4Variation = (maximum value of portfolio over period
considered - minimum value) / initial capital
invested
of data covering periods of identical length to get a more accurate
measure of this variation.
The evidence derivable from the simulations done is inconclusive.
The variation in total capital was regressed with the initial capital
assumed invested. In the simulation vfhere termination occurs before
new options are considered, the correlation coefficient found, -0.51,
is significant at the 5 percent level. Unfortunately, the correlation
coefficient found for the simulation where termination occurs after
new option contracts are considered, -. 39, is not significant at the
10 percent level. This tends to throw a real shadow of doubt on the
validity of the conclusion that variability of capital is a function
of the amount invested; i.e., it cannot be definitely asserted on
the basis of the evidence provided by this study that a definite
relationship exists between diversification and variability of the
investor's capital.
As should be expected on an a priori basis, no relationship has
been found between the amount of initial capital assumed and the rate
of return earned for the period. The correlation coefficients of
+.04 and -. 28 found in the two simulations, are not significant.
This simulation provided the opportunity to determine whether
a relationship exists between the value of a portfolio of option
5The author considered dividing his data into two or three
groups by a random sampling procedure, and running the simulation on
each group. Since each of the samples would be random, however, each
should be representative of the population and therefore yield similar
results. Therefore this procedure was not followed, since drawing
conclusions on the basis of such a set of simulations would be fal-
lacious.
contract sales and the level of the stock market. Figure 4 shows
the value of the portfolio which initially contained $500,000 in
relation to the Dow Jones Industrial Average, over the period con-
sidered. These two variables have a correlation coefficient of
+.57, significant at the 5 percent level. This significant correla-
tion coefficient was expected because of the negative correlation
found between outcomes grouped by trade date and the Dow Jones Av-
erage. The relationship is also implied by the option writing
strategy used.
EXHIBIT 9
FLOW DIAGRAM OF SIMULATION
Set portfolio value
V1 __
Read in next contract
inf ormat ion
(ordered by trade date)
precedes I
Test if sufficient
No capital left to make
next investment
Yes





















































Net Cash On Capital
Profit Hand** Invested
































































* Assumes new contracts considered before old ones are exercised or expired.


















Option Trade tion Invest-
Number Date Date ment
THIS SIMULATION ASSUMES
123 5591 5784 2625.62
114 5595 5790 1935e43
115 5597 5790 6167.50
327 5598 5790 6083.37
306 5612 5805 2437.12
328 5601 5841 5302.62
135 5794 5889 2657.06
284 5850 5939, 2077.00
8 5806 5974 2283.75
414 5786 5979 2758*75
299 5794 5979 3782.37
413 5793 5986 1889*50
688 5793 5986 2665.50
689 5793 5986 2665.50
234 5799 5990 1257.06
16 5842 6035 3268.87
687 6002 6063 2102.00
3 5976 6065 2325*31
399 5939 6066 1780.37
311 5987 6077 3360*43
700 5890 6081 3161.43
295 5987 6084 2799.62
611 6037 6133 2994.56
505 6084 6144 3164.50
524 6067 6162 6679e00
530 5979 6164 8022.87
509 6081 6172 4947.25
820 6170 6197 3132.75
773 6163 6228 4608.75
779 6141 6231 3483.75
987 6169 6234 8046.56
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Expira-
Option Trade tion Invest- Net Cash On Capital
Number Date Date ment Profit Hand** Invested
THIS SIMULATION ASSUE INITIAL CAPITAL- 50000*00
123 5591 5784 2625.62 249*33 3140*62 4710871
114 5595 5790 1935.43 162*34 2479.64 47932*03
115 5597 5790 6167*50 109*78 8756*92 41764.53
327 5598 5790 6083.37 131.41 14971.70 35681.16
117 5603 5797 7746*50 -1006.52 8051*75 4159459
306 5612 5805 2437.12 156.22 3150*59 46651*97
307 5612 5805 2437.12 156.22 5743*93 44214.85
118 5615 5811 7746*50 -369*02 9141*41 40448.35
119 5619 5813 4171.87 -576.93 5320.92 43691.91
120 5623 5818 2312*12 -581.37 2423*37 46008*09
328 5601 5841 5302.62 401.01 5790.57 43041.90
12 5798 5863 4915.50 250*52 5610*72 43472.27
303 5695 5888 768.56 -71.93 1583*10 47427*96
135 5794 5889 2657*06 130.56 4370*72 44770.90
39 5811 5906 2633.75 142.24 2900.46 46383*40
40 5811 5906 2633*75 142.24 5676.45 43749e65
284 5850 5939 2077*00 144*97 2417.42 47153.65
20 5833 5940 1107*75 83.99 1828.79 47826*27
427 5818 5955 1228.68 128*93 1924.94 47859*05
314 5890 5955 4246.25 126*15 6297.34 43612*80
8 5806 5974 2283.75 144.87 2499.04 47555.97
414 5786 5979 2758.75 155.44 3087*92 47122.53
299 5794 5979 3782.37 252.97 7123*26 43340*16
413 5793 5986 1889.50 107*79 2123.68 48447*53
688 5793 5986 2665.50 208.37 4997*55 45782*03
689 5793 5986 2665.50 208.37 7871.42 43116.53
233 5799 5990 2579.00 -1152*50 3137e87 46697.58
281 5906 5990 3390.50 176.03 6704e40 43307*08
35 5812 5995 2147.93 433.81 2607.14 47838*15
409 5806 5997 1696.25 123*64 4427*03 46141*90
133 5813 6003 2668.87 228.04 3606.44 47190.53
322 5814 6007 1959.43 140.56 3481.12 47456*41
16 5842 6035 3268.87 256.50 5208.56 45985.47
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TABLE 15



















































































1This simulation assumes that the opportunities to write
new option contracts on a particular day occur prior to the termina-
tion of existing contracts.
$ARIATION = MAX VALUE - MIN VALUE
INITIAL CAPITAL






































































































































































1 This simulation assumes that the termination of existing
contracts on a particular day through exercise or expiration occurs
prior to the opportunity to write new contracts.
2VARIATIO N  MAX VALUE - MIN VALUE
INITIAL CAPITAL




















































































Value over time of Hypothetical Option Writer's Portfolio
with Initial Value = $ 500,000
and
the Dow Jones Industrial Average
Dow Jones Indus-
trial Average
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CHAPTER VII
MAXIMIZING THE BENEFITS OBTAINABLE FROM
PUT AND CALL OPTION WRITING
Net gains from put and call option writing must be discussed in
light of techniques which can be used to enhance writing profitabil-
ity: maximum use of leverage and full utilization of procedures al-
lowed (or not specifically disallowed) under Federal income tax law.
The use of option writing to protect against losses must also be kept
in mind.
The Use of Leverage
The extent to which put and call option sales and stock purchased
to hedge calls can be margined has been discussed in ChapterIIL1
The capital used to do this margining can itself be obtained via
loans on other financial securities. The amount of leverage which
can be introduced in such a situation is well illustrated by the
following example which is based on the financial structure and op-
erating policy of a firm presently in business.
An investment company could be formed which has the paid-up life
insurance policies of its owners, with face value equal to $1,000,000
as its only assets.2 The corporation should be able to borrow $900,000
1See p. 39.
2The firm on which this example is based was formed from
the corporate shell of another company with a tax loss carry-forward.
The procedure the firm uses to obtain leverage was outlined to the




on these policies. This capital could be used to purchase high
quality securities which, in turn, could be deposited with a bank
as collateral for a loan equal to 70 percent of their market value.
After this loan was made, the ccrpany would have $900,000 invested
in securities for their appreciation potential and have $630,000 in
cash which it could use to hedge calls or margin puts. Over 50 per-
cent leverage has been introduced into the financial structure of
the firm. Even more leverage could be created by using minimum
margins on option sales--but this introduces a much greater danger
of the company's being wiped out through a large drop in the market
prices of the stocks optioned.
Protection
One obvious example of option contract sales that were made
purely for protection reasons can be found in the option data studied.
Options 741 to 748 were 21-day calls on Brunswick Corporation. They
were sold at a striking price of $35-1/8 when Brunswick's market price
was $45-1/8 for a premium of $937.50. Since the price of the stock
went up, the option writing profit program calculated that the writer
lost $62.50 plus canmission costs and transfer tax fees.
At $45-1/8, Brunswick was selling near its low for the year,
The option writer, therefore, can be assumed to have sold the calls
to protect his Brunswick stock from further loss. Any loss due to a
further price decline in Brunswick stock would be compensated for by
the premium he received from the sale of the call. This method of
protecting stock from a price decline has the same effect as buying
109
a put on the stock. Unfortunately, the benefit obtained by the option
writer from his protected Brunswick stock position cannot be quanti-
tized. The option writing profit program uses actual cash flows to
calculate profitability.
An analogous protected position could be taken by an option
writer who is short on stock which he thinks may rise in price if
certain events occur in the short term future. The option writer
could sell a put well above the market to protect his position. Any
loss on a rise in the price of the stock is compensated for by the
premium received from the sale of the put. Protecting a short position
by selling a put has the same effect as protecting the position by
buying a call.
The advantages obtained from selling calls or puts to protect
stock positions cannot be reflected in the profit results calculated.
For the specific set of put and call options studied, only the Bruns-
wick options cited above seem to have been purchased for protection
reasons.
Tax Advantaes Obtainable with Put and Call Options
The provisions of the Federal tax statutes make possible certain
put and call operations which can greatly enhance option writing
profitability. Under present income tax regulations, premiums re-
ceived on options which expire are treated as ordinary income. If
a call is exercised, the premium received by the writer is added to
the striking price in arriving at the gain or loss on the sale of the
stock optioned. If a put is exercised, the premium received by the
option writer is deducted from the striking price in determining the
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net cost basis of the security purchased.3
These tax regulations are the basis for some of the procedures
outlined below4 for creating capital gains and losses and recapturing
a position with a minimum of market risk. The procedures are not
specifically allowed by the Internal Revenue Service. It is believed
that a consistent policy in the treatment of gains and losses, within
the basic requirements of the law outlined above, is a sufficient basis
for the legality of these procedures. Which of the procedures are
actually used by option writers depends on their tax position.
Creating a Lo g Tem Gain on Stock Held Less Than Six Months
The example given earlier in this chapter where calls were sold
on Brunswick stock for protection reasons can be used to illustrate
the creation of a long-term gain. Assume that the present market
price of Brunswick stock at the time options 741 to 748 were sold
was its high price for the year and that the option writer had held
this stock just under six months. By selling a call exercisable well
below the market, the option writer is protecting himself against a
price fall and trying to equal the six-month capital gains holding
period requirement.
3See Filer, o. ci__., supra p. 2 , for a fuller discussion
of these income tax regulations.
4'Most of the information on these procedures was found in
a pamphlet Functional Put and Call Vriting published by Henry Blair
and Ccmpany, Member, Put and Call Brokers and Dealers Association, Inc.
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Creatin _ Lw Tern Gain and a Short Term Loss on Stock Used to
Hedge a Call
Often a writer will sell a call option where the stock optioned
appreciates considerably in value. Rather than deliver the stock he
has used to hedge the option, he can buy the stock on the open market
when the option is called, hold the stock he originally acquired to
hedge the call until six months have elapsed, and claim a long term
gain and a short term loss. For example, assume a six-month call on
a stock is sold at a striking price of $50 for a premium of $600.
The stock goes to $80 after six months and three days and the call
is exercised. The writer could deliver the stock he is using to
hedge the option and claim a $2400 short-term loss and sell the stock
he held for six months for a $3000 long term gain. The net gain to
the option writer from the second procedure is a function of his tax
advantage from having a $600 long-term gain as opposed to a $600 short-
term gain. The writer might also have some short-term capital gains
which could be offset by the short-term capital loss.
Avoiding Wash Sale Provisions of the Tax Law
An individual may wish to claim a capital loss on stock he owns
and wish to recapture his position in the stock at its present market
price. He can avoid the tax law's wash sale provision by selling his
stock and selling a 35-day put well above the market price of the stock.
when the put is exercised on its expiration date, the required 31 days
will have passed before a position in the stock was recaptured. The
cost to the option writer is approximately equal to the commissions
involved in the transactions.
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Avoiding the Acceptance of a Large Dividend, Creating a Capital Gain
or Loss and Recapturing the Position
An individual in a high tax bracket who ovms a stock paying
sizeable dividends which he would like to avoid receiving because
of the large tax liability associated therewith would utilize the
following procedure: first, the stock would be sold and the
associated capital gain or loss taken. Then a put on the stock
would be sold well above the market. When the stock sells 'ex-
dividend', the put striking price is reduced by the amount of the
dividend. When the stock is now put to the writer, his new cost
basis is the original striking price less the dividend paid less the
premium received. This method of reacquiring the stock is approxi-
mately equivalent to having sold the stock immediately before it
went ex-dividend and reacquiring it immediately after it went ex-
dividend. A question arises, however, as to why the individual would
want to hold a position in a high dividend-paying stock to begin with.
The only appropriate answer seems to be the capital protection pro-
vided by preferred stocks which are stocks that pay high dividends.
Creating Dividend Income and Short Term Loss With No Market Risk
Such a procedure is especially desirable for corporations,
because of the 85 per cent exclusion on dividend income they enjoy.
This procedure is a bit more complicated than those previously con-
sidered because it utilizes the fact that a stock is selling ex-
dividend as a basis for claiming a capital loss. The corporation
would buy a high dividend-paying stock and sell a call on the stock
well below its market price. When the stock sells ex-dividend, the
-I
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corporation gains the dividend income and has a short-term capital
loss on the stock approximately equal to the dividend paid. The
premium received frcm the sale of the call option protects the cor-
poration frma any greater loss. If the corporation has short-term
capital gains to offset, it has almost doubled its net income by
the use of this procedure. For example, assume a corporation had
a short-term gain of $5000 from which it normally would keep $2400
at a 52 per cent tax rate. If $5000 of short-term capital loss and
$5000 of dividend income were added to the picture, the short-term
gain would be offset and the corporation would keep 92 per cent of
$5000, or $4600.
Creating a Short Term Gain and an Income Loss With a Minimum of
Market Risk
An individual with short-term losses and long-term gains would
benefit from this procedure. The method is exactly the opposite
from the one for creating dividend income and short-term loss. A
high dividend-paying stock is sold short and a put is sold on the stock
at a price well above the market. When the stock sells ex-dividend, the
option writer is charged with ordinary income loss for the dividends
he must pay on his short position. His short-term gain equals the
short sale proceeds less the cost basis of the stock put to him.
This cost basis will equal the original put striking price less
the dividends paid less the premium received. This procedure has
minimum market risk because the option premium received protects the
option writer against a sizeable decline in the stock price.
The procedures described demonstrate how important the tax
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aspects of put and call option vrriting can be. Based on an examination
of the put and call option data used in this study, the author concludes





As a group, the option writers considered in the study had an
average loss of 0.1 per cent, or $8 per option contract sold, on 851
contracts covering the period April 22, 1960, to January 30, 1962.
Since duration and outcome are highly correlated, this result is
somewhat negatively biased because of the exclusion of six-month
options written during the last six months of the period under con-
sideration. The correlation coefficient between duration and outcome,
+.70, is significant at the 10 per cent level.
Some additional negative distortion is introduced into the profit
result because the option contracts studied were concentrated toward
the middle and end of the period under consideration. This concen-
tration is not meant to imply that option sales were bunched during
periods which were unprofitable for option writing. Rather, the
activities of the option writing agents were not fully under way
during the beginning of the period, which resulted in relatively fewer
contracts being written at this time. Since this was a profitable time
to write options using a calls-hedged, puts-margined strategy because
it preceded a rising market, profit results of the option writing activ-
ity are somewhat understated.
While the tax benefits obtainable from put and call option writ-
ing can be substantial, no indication of tax-oriented option writing
was found in the data used for this study. On same options, however,
writers appear to have suffered small losses by selling calls well below
the market in order to protect themselves against a large loss from a
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fall in the price of the stock. Such benefits cannot be quantified
and therefore are not included in the profit results. In future
studies of actual option writing profitability, close contact with
the option writers studied would be desirable to be sure that diff-
erences in profitability associated with tax and protection-oriented
option writing are recognized.
If the option writers had kept the entire premiums received
instead of paying their agents a 13.5 per cent commission, they
would have had an average profit of 0.9 per cent, or $52 per option
contract sold. Whether the services provided by the option writers'
agent in obtaining higher premiums, maintaining contact with option
dealers, and maintaining records for the option writers is worth an
average of $60 per option contract sold, is an interesting question.
Determining the extent of the difference, if any, between the premiums
received by option writers acting independently and the writers' agent
would be a fruitful area for further research. It could then be de-
termined how much option writers are paying for the other services
provided by their agent.
While option writers on the average lost money, 50 of the 76
writers considered in this study made a profit. Considering the
writers' opportunity costs, however, 33 out of the 50 writers who
made a profit and 22 of the 26 writers who lost money would have had
higher profits by not writing options. The writer's opportunity cost
is considered to be the price change on previously owned stock used to
hedge call options, plus the earnings on other capital used to hedge
and margin options, assumed invested at 5 per cent over the duration
of the option contract.
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No relationship has been found between profitability and the
amount of capital invested in option writing. This study has shown
that options can be written profitably with small amounts of capital
devoted to the activity. Not enough evidence is available, however,
to properly evaluate the risks of loss involved due to lack of di-
versification. While evidence of negative correlation between var-
iation of one's initial capital and amounts of capital devoted to
option writing has been found, the results of one of the two tests
made is not sufficiently significant to draw any conclusions. It is
possible, however, to lose 20 or 30 per cent of one's capital on the
first option contract sold with capital on the order of magnitude of
$5000 invested. The relative frequency of gains or losses with small
amounts of capital invested in option writing has not been determined.
The Effect of Option Writing on the Writer's Investment Portfolio
An investor can use option writing to add stocks to or delete
stocks from his portfolio of securities. The more intensive option
writer, however, has his primary interest in option writing as an
investment activity. The danger present for such an individual is
that he will let his non-option-writing investments be affected by
the option writing activity in such a manner as to weaken the quality
level of his total security holdings. An investment portfolio of
weaker quality level would be more subject to fluctuations in value
due to changes in stock market price levels.
The option writers studied do not seem to have had their non-
option-writing investments affected by the option writing activity.
No significant difference in the quality level of stock: on which
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they sold puts and the quality level of their investment portfolio
could be found. Stock purchased to hedge calls which could be added
to the writer's investment portfolio if not called also did not
have a significantly different quality level.
The quality measure used in evaluating the effect of option
writing on an investor's portfolio was devised by the Value Line
Investment Service. This measure, based on historical stability
in price behavior and growth in earnings and dividends, has a
positive correlation with the direction of price movements in the
stocks valued. It is the type of quality measure that option
writers using a calls-hedged, puts-margined strategy could use to
their advantage in determining the stocks on which to sell options.
It is interesting to note the high correlation coefficient
between the quality rating and the average investment per option
written in each quality group, .90. The significant correlation
coefficient indicates that the higher quality stocks are usually
the higher priced ones. This hypothesis is borne out by a positive
correlation between option outcome and option striking price.
Option Writing Strategy
The calls-hedged, puts-margined strategy used by the option
writers was the cause of the significant negative correlation at
the 1 per cent level between option writing profitability classified
by trade date and the movement of stock prices as represented by the
Dow Jones Industrial Average. Thus, options written when the market
is high show a loss and options written when the market is low show
a profit under this strategy. Profitability during the low or high
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periods, however, is positively correlated with the level of stock
prices. There is a positive correlation at the 5 per cent level
between the Dow Jones Average and the value of a hypothetical
option writer's portfolio with initial capital of $500,000 devoted
solely to option writing.
The option writers' strategy of hedging calls and margining puts
was the most profitable "pure" strategy they could have used during
the period studied. This strategy was best because the stock market
had a predominantly upward trend over the option writing period
considered. If there had been a predominantly downward trend in
the stock market, a strategy of puts-hedged and calls-margined would
probably have been preferred. This dependence on stock market move-
ments suggests that in a period of selectivity in stock price advances,
when the market itself is not moving up or down, a calls- and puts-
margined strategy might yield the highest profit.
The desirability of writing straddles under a strategy where
calls are hedged is questionable. If just margined puts and hedged
calls were sold on different stocks, writers would eliminate the
occurrence of having large double losses on straddles resulting from
a sizeable drop in the price of the stock optioned. This substitution
of puts and calls for straddles is equivalent to diversifying to
reduce risk. The sale of a straddle, in effect a margined put and a
hedged call, is equivalent to selling two margined puts on the same
stock. Such a position offers no diversification at all.
Because large double losses from hedged straddles are auto-
matically eliminated, a strategy where all options are initially
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margined may be preferable to other strategies. Sizeable losses
from severe price movements adverse to the option writer may still
occur, however. Therefore, a "mixed" strategy, where all options
are initially margined but hedged if sufficiently adverse price
movements occur, may be the most desirable. Such a strategy would
eliminate sizeable losses from severe price movements in any direction.
If a price reversal of sufficient magnitude occurs, the hedged position
could revert back to a margined position. For a mixed strategy to be
the most effective strategy, the large losses eliminated would have
to be greater than the losses caused by not having a hedged position.
The author, therefore, suggests investigation of the effects
of mixed strategies as the main area for future research in the area
of put and call option writing. By comparing how a writer using a
mixed strategy would have done relative to the actual writing strategy
used, perhaps using the data studied in this thesis, the merit of put
and call option writing as an investment activity can be further
evaluated.
This study has shown that option writing was not profitable as
a whole over the 21-month period considered. Even though the actual
profit result may be somewhat negatively distorted, the evidence
indicates that option writing under the strategies investigated
cannot be considered a desirable investment medium in its own right.
Therefore, option writing may be useful only as an auxiliary activity
in the management of an investment portfolio. Options can be written
on stocks presently owned or desired and advantages due to the tax




Option writing cannot be considered an efficient investment
medium unless investigation of techniques such as a mixed strategy
indicate that profits can be made over an extended period of time.
The Option Buyer
The option buyer has been barely mentioned in this thesis.
He naturally is the only reason for the existence of option writers.
It would be quite desirable if option buyer characteristics could
be determined, if only to understand how option writers could attempt
to increase the demand for their writing services. The author
attempted to make just such a study, but was unable to obtain
cooperation from brokerage firms because of their reluctance to
release the names of clients. A questionnaire the author designed
is presented in Appendix 9 as a model for someone who may have






Column Key for the Put and Call Option Data












12 Date action taken
13 Market price on date action taken
14 Dividend
15 Difference call and put price if spread
16 Option I. D. number
17 Card number if more than 1 card associated with option
DATA CARD COLUMN FIELDSo














































































































39*875 1 1 0
33.250 2 1 5
-24.875 3 1 2



















35.875 -35.875 1 1 1
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73.250 1 1 0
-27*125 3 1 0




































44.000 5 1 0




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21.875 3 1 0 5954
25.000 6 1 0 5974
29.500 8 1 0 6003
24.375 3 1 0 5881
28.625 9 1 0 5889
29.250 2 1 0 5910
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71.625 5 1 0
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-44.875 6 1 0 5954

































40.500 1 1 0 5944











26.000 2 1 0 6007































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 0 6065 123.125
1 0 6072 35.875
1 0 5944 101.375
98.875
1 1 6042 48.625
1 2 23.875
1 0 5981 53.500
53.625
1 1 5995 108.875
1 1 5995 27.250
1 0 5952 97*250
93o750
1 1 5987 33*125
1 0 5965 33.875
1 0 5920 57.875
57*625
1 1 5925 44.000
43.875
1 0 5919 25.750
25.625
1 0 5891 44.250
46.625
1 0 5902 27*875
1 1 5889 53.375
51.000
1 0 5883 32*375
32375
1 2 43.875
4 0 5972 47.500
4 2 27.125
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13.000 -13.375 3 2 0 5805
48.375
34.250
48.375 2 1 0 6086
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18.000 2 1 1 5990











































































































































































































68*125 -68*125 1 1 0 6092
80.000 -80*000 1 1 0 6035
60.625 -60.625 1 1 0 6045


















































































































































































































































































































































































45.375 3 1 0 5898
19.375 3 1 0 5875
57.250 57.250 3 1 0 5832





























































































































































5 312e50 5968 41 5903 3 35*875 -35*875 2 1 1 5968 33*500 *25 433
23 287*50 6084 2 5988 3 20*000 -209000 3 1 1 6084 17.375 *15 434
23 600e00 6084 100 5988 3 46*500 -46*500 2 1 1 6084 34e500 .00 435
89 250*00 6021 113 5926 1 32.750 -32.750 2 1 0 6021 35*750 .37 436
89 175e00 6050 77 5955 2 23*750 23o750 4 1 1 6050 19.125 *10 437
49 27500 6098 114 6007 1 39o375 -39o375 6 1 2 37.625 .00 441
50 425e00 6098 39 6006 1 55o750 -55*750 1 1 0 6098 57o875 *10 442
10 375e00 6098 220 6001 3 30.875 -30o875 3 1 0 6098 27.875 .30 443
63 762.50 6070 161 5980 1 96.500 -96.500 3 1 2 89*125 *00 444
83 275e00 6014 83 5917 3 17.625 17.625 3 1 0 6014 18.875 .00 445
83 425.00 6014 128 5917 3 32.250 -32.250 3 1 1 6014 32.250 .07 446
29 225e00 6137 222 5944 1 13*625 13e625 3 1 2 9.875 *00 450
45 187*50 6126 233 5932 2 16.750 17*000 6 1 1 6126 14.500 .25 451
45 187*50 6126 233 5932 2 16.750 17.000 6 1 1 6126 14.500 .25 452
45 187.50 6126 233 5932 2 16.750 17*000 6 1 1 6126 14.500 *25 453
21 275.00 6126 40 5931 1 21.000 21.000 2 2 2 20.875 .40 454
29 237*50 6120 222 5926 1 14.500 14.500 2 1 2 90500 .00 455
45 725e00 6112 155 5918 2 80*750 80*750 2 1 1 6112 73.250 .33 456
29 300*00 6106 192 5912 3 11*750 11750 3 1 0 6106 13.500 *00 457
29 300*00 6106 192 5912 3 11.750 11*750 3 1 0 6106 13.500 *00 458
29 300.00 6106 192 5912 3 11.750 11e750 3 1 2 13.500 *00 459
29 300.00 6106 192 5912 3 11.750 11.750 3 1 2 13*500 *00 460
29 300e00 6106 192 5912 3 11.750 11.750 3 1 2 13*500 *00 461
29 200e00 6106 222 5912 1 11.125 11*125 2 1 2 9*750 *00 462
29 550.00 6105 144 5909 3 23*500 23.500 2 1 0 6105 26.250 *25 463
29 550*00 6105 144 5909 3 23.500 23e500 2 1 0 6105 26.250 o25 464
29 550*00 6105 144 5910 3 26*000 26.000 2 1 2 26o250 o25 465
18 30000 6097 107 5905 3 14o750 14.750 6 1 1 6097 13.125 *20 466
45 387*50 6097 160 5905 1 34.000 34o000 5 1 2 28.625 o50 467
82 700.00 6096 30 6002 3 40o375 40.375 4 5 1 6096 33.000 00 468
53 1000O00 6102 226 5899 1 124.750 124.750 1 1 0 6102 138o500 2o70 469
45 650*00 6102 173 5898 3 42.500 42o500 1 1 1 6102 34.750 *50 470
45 325.00 6102 233 5898 3 14.625 14.625 1 1 1 6102 13.125 *25 471
4 475.00 6140 120 5945 3 28.375 28*250 7 1 1 6140 18.125 *40 472
4 337050 6140 120 5945 1 28.250 28.250 5 1 2 18*125 o40 473
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3 1 1 6172
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78.750 -78.750 1 1 2
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9 500.00 6113 89 6018 3 43.750 -43*750 3 1 0 6113 55e000 .00 679
18 200.00 6028 104 5931 1 28.125 -28.125 6 1 2 26*375 *19 680
18 300.00 6028 85 5931 1 35.375 35.375 2 1 2 34*875 *30 681
46 525o00 6060 223 5869 1 41.375 41.375 2 1 2 39o750 *00 682
46 525.00 6067 223 5876 1 42.625 42.625 5 4 2 41.875 *00 683
46 600.00 6070 205 5877 3 27.625 -27.625 4 4 0 6070 48.250 *00 684
46 350.00 6077 205 5884 1 27.625 27.625 3 4 0 6077 47*125 *00 685
46 400.00 6077 184 5884 1 37.500 37.500 6 4 0 6077 43.000 1.12 686
45 200.00 6063 88 6002 2 22.750 22.750 2 1 1 6063 20.375 o00 687
45 300.00 5986 28 5793 3 14.625 -14.625 3 1 0 5986 18.750 *27 688
45 300*00 5986 28 5793 3 14.625 -14.625 3 1 0 5986 18.750 *27 689
45 400*00 6001 97 5906 2 52.750 52*750 2 1 2 51*500 .50 690
45 350.00 6011 221 5819 3 20.875 20.875 1 1 0 6011 25.500 o94 691
45 350.00 6011 221 5819 3 20.875 20.875 1 1 0 6011 25.500 .94 692
45 162.50 6011 28 5819 2 13.875 13.875 2 1 2 20.375 *27 693
45 162.50 6011 28 5819 2 13.875 13.875 2 1 2 20*375 *27 694
45 425.00 6049 41 5856 3 28*250 28*250 2 1 0 6049 28.250 50 695
45 475.00 6067 98 5876 1 44.500 44.500 5 1 2 35*875 *25 696
45 250.00 6067 151 5876 1 24.625 24.625 6 1 0 6067 37.375 .50 697
45 237.50 6067 169 5876 1 23.625 23.625 3 1 2 19*500 *60 698
39 750e00 6081 4 5890 1 64.750 64*750 6 1 0 6081 84*750 *00 699
39 362*50 6081 140 5890 1 34*750 34.750 2 1 0 6081 49*500 *30 700
39 362.50 6081 140 5890 1 34.750 34.750 2 1 0 6081 49.500 *30 701
67 250.00 6025 33 5833 3 12.500 12.375 6 2 0 6025 12.875 *25 702
63 300,00 5990 200 5925 .1 58000 58.000 1 1 0 5990 59*750 *25 703
63 550.00 6000 152 5933 1 86.250 -86.250 9 1 2 84.000 *00 704
63 500.00 6016 161 5951 1 89*750 -89o750 1 1 2 85.500 *00 705
74 262.50 5965 10 5868 3 17.125 17.125 2 6 0 5965 21.500 *00 706
74 450.00 6000 74 5909 3 36.500 -36.500 8 6 1 6000 33.125 *00 707
27 362*50 6023 203 5958 3 31.250 31.250 2 2 1 6023 28*000 *00 708
27 362.50 6023 203 5958 3 31.250 31.250 2 2 1 6023 28*000 .00 709
27 250.00 6024 176 5959 3 21.500 21.500 3 2 0 6024 23.125 *00 710
27 312.50 6038 176 5973 3 24.500 24.500 Z 2 1 6038 22.375 *00 711
27 312.50 6038 176 5973 3 24.500 24.500 i 2 1 6038 22.375 *00 712
27 275.00 6038 176 5973 3 24.000 23.500 3 2 1 6038 22.375 *00 713
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47 475.00 6077 49 5884 1 33.625 33.625 3 2 0 6077 64.875 *30 714
47 475.00 6077 49 5884 1 33.625 33.625 3 2 0 6077 64.875 o30 715
36 350*00 6072 241 5982 3 25.500 25*500 1 1 0 6072 29.625 e30 716
11 350*00 6065 80 5874 3 19.250 -19.250 6 1 0 6065 22*000 .45 717
26 375.00 6063 57 5974 1 41.750 41.500 2 2 0 6063 44o875 .30 718
31 362.50 6063 104 5870 3 27.000 -27*000 1 1 1 6063 25.875 *38 719
87 500*00 6056 187 5864 1 47.625 47.625 5 1 2 47.375 *25 720
80 2050*00 6051 179 5860 1 185.750 185.750 5 1 2 186.000 *10 721
64 225.00 6050 77 5955 1 23*750 -23.750 4 1 2 19.250 *10 722
77 237.50 6042 171 5850 1 18.125 18.125 2 6 2 17.875 *40 723
14 275.00 6018 73 5826 1 23.750 23.750 6 2 2 22.375 *35 724
14 275.00 6018 73 5826 1 23.750 23.750 6 2 2 22.375 *35 725
14 275.00 6018 73 5826 1 23.750 23.750 6 2 2 22.375 .35 726
25 250*00 5993 42 5898 3 24.750 24.750 1 2 0 5993 26.250 *47 727
74 275.00 6066 165 5875 1 20.000 -20o000 2 6 0 6066 29*000 *40 728
28 325.00 6035 212 5842 3 17.750 17.750 3 1 2 17.875 .00 729
56 925.00 6035 39 5842 3 48.125 48.125 2 1 0 6035 56o625 *20 730
56 362*50 6063 104 5871 3 26.875 26.875 1 1 1 6063 25.375 .38 731
56 425.00 6065 120 5874 3 26.000 26*000 6 1 1 6065 23.000 .40 732
74 325.00 6008 207 5913 3 26.125 -26.125 1 1 1 6008 24*375 *00 733
74 337.50 6014 167 5918 1 46.500 -46*500 3 6 2 46.500 .00 734
28 150.00 6025 33 5833 1 12.375 12.375 6 1 0 6025 12.875 .25 735
28 150.00 6025 33 5833 1 12.375 12.375 6 1 0 6025 12.875 .25 736
87 275.00 5934 145 5867 1 43.000 42.625 1 1 0 5924 48o'750 *00 737
81 350.00 5930 204 5738 1 35.125 35.125 3 1 0 5930 58*625 3o68 738
37 475.00 5937 186 5902 2 103.500 103.500 2 1 2 129*000 .00 739
8 350.00 5954 191 5762 1 28.625 28.625 3 1 2 16.875 *27 740
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 Z 1 0 5896 53.000 .00 741
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 .00 742
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 .00 743
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 *00 744
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 *00 745
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 .00 746
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 .00 747
37 937.50 5896 39 5875 1 35.125 45.125 2 1 0 5896 53.000 *00 748
1 ___ _ _F _1_ _ __;_ __








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21.000 0 0 0
43.500 0 0 0













































































































































































































































































27.875 0 0 1
58.625 0 0 0
15*000 0 0 1
15.000 0 0 1
48.875 0 0 1
26*250 0 0 1
53*375 0 0 2
58.875 0 0 2
38.500 0 0 2
35.000 0 0 0
44.750 0 0 1
78.500 0 0 1







































35.625 0 0 1
128.000 0 0 0
53.250 0 0 2
30.625 0 0 0
34.500 0 0 2





17.000 0 0 0 6238
62.500 0 0 0 6224
35,000 00 0 6238
46.500 0 0 0 6221
29.750 0 0 0
29*750 0 0 0














































































































35.000 0 0 1 6235
-- -
------w~L-- ----------ci-----.- ---------~






































































































































































































































































43.625 0 0 0
23.750 0 0 1
23.750 0 0 1
73.250 0 0 2
57.250 0 0 2
60.875 0 0 0
108.500 0 0 2
108.500 0 0 2
39.625 0 0 1
41.875 0 0 1
51.250 0 0 1
27.125 0 0 0
26.250 0 0 1
55.625 0 0 1
82.500 0 0 0
26*000 0 0 1
24*875 0 0 1
25.125 0 0 2
25.125 0 0 2
39.500 0 0 2
21.000 0 0 1
54.375 0 0 1
64.875 0 0 0
55.375 0 0 2
64.875 0 0 0
64.375 0 0 1
20.750 0 0 0
49.000 0 0 0
49.250 0 0 2
28.625 0 0 2
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Data Format for Put and Call Option Data
































Market price when action taken 51-56
Date action taken 57-61
Expired?
(Negative punch if yes) 62
Premium disposition 63
Indicates whether had position in stock or whether went long
hedge (information was not provided on all data cards).
in1
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C THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS DENMARS FORMAT (WITH STOCK SYMBOLS AND PUT AND CALL
C CALL SYMBOLS CONVERTED TO NUMBERS) TO THE WRITER9S FORMAT.
C INPUT CARDS MUST HAVE CARDS 1 AND 2 IN SEQUENCE.
C OUTPUT CARDS WILL NOT HAVE 2 CARD CONTRACTS SO NUMBERED.
C STOCK IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS WILL HAVE TO BE CHANGED UNLESS THEY ORIGIN-
C ALLY WERE CONVERTED TO A NUMBERING SYSTEM CORRESPONDING WITH THE
C CODE TO BE USED.
C DIVIDENDS AND LAST DAY9S PRICE +DIV. THROUGH LAST DAY IF ACTION TAKEN
C EARLY ON PART OF CONTRACT MUST BE ENTERED BY HANDO
C IF STATEMEMTS FOR BROKERS AND ENDORSER NUMBER TRANSFERS
C GANG PUNCH A 9. IN COLUMNS 2 COLUMS BEYOND - SIGN.
C NC=CLIENT NO.
C NF=SIGNED TRANSACTION NO.
C N12=CARD X OUT OF Y CARDS*
C NK=TYPE OPTION*
C NN=STOCK IDENTIFICATION NO*
C N7=NOTHING
C NO=OPTION PRICE(STRIKING PRICE).
C IoJoNG=EXPIRATION DATE. .
C NP=PREMIUMI
C NBD=BROKER AND DEALER*
C NM=MARKET PRICE AT TRADE DATE.
C NLV=WENT OR WAS LONG AND DURATION.
C KoL*NT=TRADE DATE.
C NX=MARKET PRICE AT EXPIRATION.
C MANNZ=DATE EXERCISED OPTION.






C LK=MARKET PRICE AT EXPIRATION.
C J1,J2tJ39=DATE EXERCISED.
C HANDLE STRIPS AND STRAPS BY HAND CALCULATION
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29HSOMETHING IS WRONG#TRAN. N.=I15)
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APPENDIX 3
171
C THIS PROGRAM CHECKS FOR POSSIBLE ERRORS IN OPTION DATA*
DIMENSION INO(500)
950 DO 980 11.500
100 READ 19 NCPRtNTR*NSKNTENENTY0PRgPRMNBNENANDAPATDIVINO(I)
ISIG=O
154 ISIG*ISIG+1
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IF(PR-OPRD)696,7
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206 PUNCH 125# INO(I)
999 NTRE=NTR-NTE
IF(NTRE-196)99799979211
211 PUNCH 127v INO(1)
GO TO 980
------------- -I--11--'. i";:i~---~J~..~ ~- III--- -~--- -- -~s~--------~x----- -; --I~ -- _ ~- -,--
997 IF(NTRE-30)996.9969998












101 FORMAT(49HCLIENT INCORRECTLY IDENTIFIED ON TRANSACTION 14)
102 FORMAT(49HPREMIUM GREATER THAN *2 OPTION PRICE TRANSACTION 14)
103 FORMAT(49HPREMIUM LESS THAN *05 OPTION PRICE TRANSACTION 14)
104 FORMAT(49HTRAE DATE LATER/0R=EXPIRATION DATE TRANSACTION 14)
105 FORMAT(49HDATE ACT* TAKEN LATER THAN EXPIRA. DATE TRANSACe 14)
106 FORMAT(49HTRADE DATE LATER THAN DATE ACTION TAKEN TRANSACo 14)
107 FORMAT(49HSTOCK IDENTIFICATION NO* INCORRECT ON TRANSAC. 14)
108 FORMAT(49HOPTION TYPE INDICATED DOES NOT EXIST ON TRANSAC. 14)
109 FORMAT(49HOPT. GAIN MORE THAN .667 OF OPT. PRICE.TRANSAC. 14)
110 FORMAT(49HDIVIDEND GREATER THAN $ 10. ON TRANSACTION 14)
111 FORMAT(49HDIV. GREATER THAN/=*05 OF OPT. PRICE ON TRANSAC. 14)
112 FORMAT(49HCARD IS OUT OF SEUUENCE ON TRANSACTION 14)
113 FORMAT(49HCARD IS DUPLICATE ON TRANSACTION 14)
114 FORMAT(49HCALL EXER. WHEN MKT9 BELOW OPT. PRICE TRANSAC. 14)
115 FORMAT(49HCALL EXER. WHEN MKTo=OPTePRICE BUT NO LIV. TRAN. 14)
116 FORMAT(49HACTION TAKEN DESCRIBED INCORRLCTLY TRANSACTION 14)
117 FORMAT(49HEXECU. DATE WRITTEN WHERE OPT. EXPIRED TRANSAC. 14)
118 FORMAT(49HPUT OPTION CALLED ON TRANSACTION 14)
119 FORMAT(49HMARKET GREATER/0R=OPT. PRICE WHEN PUT EXER.TRAN. 14)
120 FORMAT(49HB0TH ENDS OF TRANSACTION EXERCISED ON TRANSAC. 14)
121 FORMAT(49HOPTION EXTENDED ON TRANSACTION 14)
122 FORMAT(49HUNUSUAL EXPIRATION ON TRANSACTION 14)
- - ---- ---- ~---; ~~~~--~~ ---"'"-i':;ll--E~''~ ';~-~C~--"T I- 1YI pl~--"'~~;-I-~--- --r --1-' --T~--~- --- --- --------- ----~----- ---- ~---- -- --- ~ ---- Y-~-- --rr~ ------r~-
123 FORMAT(49HTHIS TRANSACTION IS A SPREAD 14)
124 FORMAT(49HEXPIRATION.THEREFORE NO EXERCISE DATE POSSIBLE 14)
125 FORMAT(49HDIFF. OPTION AND MKT. PRICE GREATER THAN $.5 14)
127 FORMAT(49HOPTION DURATION GREATER THAN 197 DAYS ON TRANSAC.14)
128 FORMAT(49HCALL OPTION PUT ON TRANSACTION 14)
129 FORMAT(49HOPTION DURATION LESS THAN/= 30 DAYS ON TRANSAC. 14)
131 FORMAT(49HTHIS TRANSACTION HAS BEEN OMITTED 14)
132 FORMAT(49HPRICE NOT IN EIGHTS ON TRANSACTION 14)
133 FORMAT(49HCHECK OPTION DURATION ON TRANSACTION 14)
130 STOP
END
-yl-~ -- --- - I-~-~=---~=r~=-=~.,.. --~-, _ .._~ P-~h-F--~-. ----. l-~ r~iil.-li^i ._... ~i~ ~
APPENDIX 4
17 8
PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE OPTION WRITING PROFITABILITY
C ASSUMES PREMIUM RETAINED USED TO MARGIN OPTION SALE*
C RKEPT=PER CENT OF PREMIUM KEPT BY WRITER/100O
C IF CALL OR PUT HEDGED* COMMISSION CHARGEDe NONE CHG. IF P.OR C. EXPIRES,
C IeE.tASSUMED TRANSFERRED TO INVESTMENT PORTFO~LI FOR SELL OR COVER DECISN.
C METHal IF C.H. AND PoMo s =2 IF CoMo AND PoMo =3 IF CoMe AND P.Ho
C METH*4 IS SAME AS (1) EXCEPT P.H. FOR PUT*
C METH=5 SAME AS (3) EXCEPT CoHo FOR CALL*
C C AND P ARE RESPECTIVELY THE CALL AND PUT MARGINS AS A PER CENT.
C LAST DATA CARD MUST BE A DUMMY WITH INO=9000 OR 9001. IF 9001 NEW DATA SET
C USES SAME PARAMATERS. IF=9000 NEW DATA SETS NEED NEW PARAMETER NUMBERS
C COMPOUND INTEREST METHOD REFRS T0O METHOD WHERE COMPOUND INTEREST
C RMULA USED R ALL RETUNS N IGINAL CAPITAL GREATER THAN -1.
C IF ReOF Re IS LESS THAN -1..THAT RATE IS ASSUMED AS THE ANNUAL R.0F R.
C MODIFIED COMPOUND INTEREST METHOD REFERS TO CHANGING RATE TO A + RATE 0F
C RETURN FOR THE PERIOD IN QUESTION IF ORIGINALLY NEGATIVE AND MULTIPLYING
C THE ANNUAL RATE BY -1.



















































































652 GO TO (560,560,821,821,821),METH
821 GRPRF=ZZ*PR-100**(0PR-PRM)
GO TO 700






















5021 GO TO (82096039629820629)#METH
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GO TO 700
34 IF(NA-3)1234937938








660 GO TO (604,603,561,604#561)tMETH



















595 GO TO (604,603t562604562)#METH






















661 GO TO (6049663*562,6049562)oMETH
663 GRPRF=ZZ*PR-100**(PAT-PR)-100.*DIV
GO TO 700
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576 GO TO (5789579,5805789580),METH






















671 GO TO (203*20320192019201)METH
204 IF(NTY-3)1234,672,205
672 GO TO (201,2039201,201201)vMETH
205 IF(NTY-4)1234,673*206
673 GO TO (201U203920792019207)tMETH
206 IF(NTY-5)1234#674#208
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5000 GO TO (320,676,676,323320)METH













5002 GO TO (322,322,324,324#324)*METH
5003 GO TO (322,322,3249322,324)tMETH
322 SHL2=1.
-
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2109 PRINT 800, INO.NCNSKNTYNANTELNLNTVESTGRPRFPNGPCARORAARO
1R
GO TO 2106


























































































































AVERAGE OF INDIVe COMPOUND INTe METHOD ReOF Re *F8.3)
AVERAGE OF INOIV.MOD.COMPOUND lo METH ReoF Re uF83)
INV. AND DUR*WT.AVG*OF COMPOUND IMETH*R.OF Re =F8.3)
INVeAND DUR*WT.AVG.OF MODeCOMP*I*ReOF R. =F8*3)
DURo WTo AVGoOF COMP*INToMETHeReOF Re *F8.3)
DUR*WT*AVG, OF MOUe COMPeINT.METHoReOF R. =F83)
AVERAGE RATE OF ANNUAL RETURN =F8.3)
THE AVERAGE DOLLAR GAIN PER OPTION CONTRCT SOLD=F7e2)
THE AVERAGE RETURN PER CONTRACT WRITTEN =F8.3)
NO*8F OPTION CONTRACTS CALCULATIONS BASED ON =15)
THE AVERAGE INVESTMENT PER CONTRACT =F9e2)
THE AVERAGE DURATION OF AN OPTION CONTRACT =15)
(2) RESULTS ASSUME PUT COVEREDI4,9H PER CENT)
(3) RESULTS ASSUME CALL COVEREDI499H PER CENT)
(4) RESULTS ASSUME WRITER KEPT F5*3912H OF PREMIUM*)
a)
~






9568 FORMAT(49H STDoDEVoOF RoOF Ro, COMPOUND INTEREST METHOD *F8.3)
9569 FORMAT(49H STDDEV.0F R9OF Roo MO:Do COMPOUND INT. METHOD =F803)
9570 FORMAT(49H STD. DEV. OF DOLLAR GAIN PER CONTRACT =F7.2)
9571 FORMAT(49H SKEWNESS OF Re OF R., COMPOUND INTEREST METHOD =F8.3)
9572 FORMAT(49H SKEWNESS OF Rs0F Ro, MODo COMPOUND I* METHOD =F8.3)
9573 FORMAT(49H SKEWNESS OF DOLLAR GAIN PER CONTRACT =F8o3)
7655 FORMAT(26H ASSUMPTIONS# (1) STRATEGYI4,30H IS USED IN THESE CALCUL
1ATIONS)
1345 FORMAT(48X,2Xl5F83,F52,FS.2)












Column Key for the
Option Writing Profitability Results
Presented on the Following Pages
Option I. D. number
Writer









Rate of return on option contract
Continuous compounding annual rate of return















BELOW ARE THE DETAILED RESULTS ASSOCIATED WITH WRITING OPTION WHEN CALLS ARE
HEDGED AND PUTS ARE MARGINED
ASSUMPTIONS, (1) STRATEGY 1 1S USED IN THESE CALCULATIONS
(2) RESULTS ASSUME PUT COVERED 100 PER CENT
(3) RESULTS ASSUME CALL COVERED 100 PER
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.---L - IV r-- --
314 63 64 1 0 5890 65 65 4246.25 216.25 126.15 0.030 0.164 0.179
315 63 155 1 0 5909 65 46 7567*50 432.50 331.11 0.044 0.340 0.405
316 63 104 1 2 5913 60 2827.00 -2.00 -36*00 -0*013 -0.077 -0.075
317 63 64 1 2 5923 60 4608.06 -258.06 -301*56 -0.065 -0.386 -0.337
318 63 32 1 0 5890 96 93 5605e69 356*81 259e26 0.046 0.177 0.194
319 68 208 1 0 5856 193 193 2593*88 28112 208.35 0.080 0.146 0.157
320 68 59 3 0 5898 95 56 7535*75 389.25 304*82 0.040 0.152 0.165
321 68 169 3 1 5806 191 191 4367.50 -137.50 -196.25 -0.045 -0.084 -0.084
322 68 207 2 2 5814 193 1959.44 140.56 140*56 0*072 0.131 0.140
323 68 207 2 1 5905 95 95 2500.66 24.34 -7.28 -0.003 -0.011 -0.011
324 68 207 2 1 5905 95 95 2500.66 24.34 -7.28 -0*003 -0*011 -0.011
325 68 169 3 1 5905 95 95 4908*06 -718.06 -777.81 -0.158 -0.565 -0.485
326 68 169 3 1 5905 95 95 4908.06 -718.06 -777.81 -0.158 -0.565 -0.485
327 68 178 2 1 5598 192 192 6083.38 176.62 131*41 0.022 0.041 0.041
328 68 91 1 0 5601 246 240 5302.63 497.37 401.02 0.076 0.111 0.117
329 68 169 1 2 5632 193 2659*75 -372.25 -406.06 -0.153 -0.269 -0.269 E
330 68 78 1 2 5660 193 2155.69 144.31 112*75 0.052 0.096 0.101 C
331 68 78 1 2 5660 193 2155.69 144*31 112.75 0.052 0.096 0.101 0
332 68 177 2 1 5744 193 188 5870.88 -485.88 -530.22 -0.090 -0.168 -0.168
333 68 228 2 2 5752 192 1607.75 129.75 129.75 0.081 0.148 0.159
334 68 169 2 2 5766 192 1909.44 140.56 140.56 0.074 0.135 0.145
335 68 169 2 2 5766 192 1909.44 140.56 140.56 0.074 0.135 0.145
336 68 228 2 2 5776 192 1491*88 108.12 108.12 0.072 0.133 0.142
337 68 139 2 1 5700 90 90 3020.25 -315.25 -347*62 -0115 -0.442 -0.391
338 68 207 2 2 5828 95 2266.88 108.12 108*12 0.048 0.179 0.196
339 68 203 3 0 5892 95 60 4662.13 237.87 167*22 0*036 0.135 0.145
340 68 203 3 0 5892 95 95 4662.13 237.87 166.28 0.036 0.135 0.144
341 68 152 1 0 5749 65 65 7354.69 270.31 169.87 0.023 0.128 0.137
342 68 154 1 0 5749 65 65 12474.25 475.75 362.56 0.029 0.161 0.175
343 68 177 2 1 5752 66 21 5919.56 -707.06 -751.27 -0.127 -2*077 -0.905
344 68 59 2 1 5762 65 60 3741.88 -127.88 -164.25 -0.044 -0.261 -0.239
345 68 59 2 1 5762 65 65 3741.88 -127.88 -164.25 -0.044 -0.241 -0.223
346 68 178 2 2 5773 67 5689.50 173.00 173.00 0.030 0.163 0.177
347 68 178 2 2 5773 67 5689.50 173*00 173*00 0.030 0.163 0.177
348 68 37 2 2 5780 67 3177.69 97.31 97.31 0.031 0.164 0.179
L;.
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STDoDEVo0F R.0F Ro, COMPOUND INTEREST METHOD =
SKEWNESS OF Re OF Re* COMPOUND INTEREST METHOD =
AVERAGE OF INDIV.MODeCOMPOUND Io METH R.0F Re.
STD*DEV*OF R.0F Re, MOD. COMPOUND INT. METHOD =
SKEWNESS OF R*OF Ro, MODe COMPOUND I. METHOD =
INV. AND DUReWT*AVGe0F COMPOUND I.METH.R.0F R. =
INV&AND DUReWT.AVGe.F MOD.COMP.I*R*.F R.
DUR. WTo AVG*OF COMP*INT*METH*R.0F R,
DUR.WT.AVG. OF MOD. COMP.INTMETH*R.0F R.
AVERAGE RATE OF ANNUAL RETURN
THE AVERAGE RETURN PER CONTRACT WRITTEN
THE AVERAGE DOLLAR GAIN PER OPTION CONTRCT SOL=
STD DEV. OF DOLLAR GAIN PER CONTRACT
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NOoeF OPTION CONTRACTS CALCULATIONS BASED ON = 851
THE AVERAGE DURATION OF AN OPTION CONTRACT = 126
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THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS WERE USED IN EVALUATING QUALITYe
C THIS PROGRAM ASSIGNS VALUE LINE QUALITY RATINGS TO EACH STOCK THAT
C ROBINSON9S WRITERS WROTE OPTIONS ONe
C N=QUALITY RATING*
C M=O IF THE STOCK HAS BEEN RATED BY VALUE LINE.






QU(K)=N(K) Z THIS PUTS THE QUALITY RATING IN FLOATING POINT FORM




IF(I-253)10,1005 Z THIS NUMBER MUST BE SET WHEN THE PROGRAM IS USED.










PROGRAM TO TEST IF DIFFERENCE
WHICH OPTIONS SOLD AND STOCKS
CAN THE 2 SAMPLE MEANS TESTED
POPULATION MEAN.
IN QUALTY EXISTS bETWEEN STOCKS OWNED ON
BOUGHT TO HEDGE OPTION SA'LES.
6E CONSIDERED REPRESENTATIVE OF A COMMON
.. . . . I .. . . - &I
C A TEST STATISTIC T9 AND ITS ASSOCISTED V DEGREES OF FREEDOM ARE COMPUTED
C FOR 6 COMPARISONS DESCRIBED BELOW. THIS STATISTIC WILL TELL(BY CONSULTING
C A TABLE OF VALUES FOR THE T DISTRIBUTION)AT WHAT LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE WE
C CAN SAY THE 2 DISTRIBUTIONS TESTED HAVE THE SAME MEAN. THE F STATISTIC
C AND ITS ASSOCIATED DEGREES OF FREEDOMANXA AND ANYA,
C WILL TELL AT WHAT LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE WE CAN SAY THE 2 DISTRIBUTIONS



















51 READ 39 NCgPR*NTRNSKNTENTY0PRPRPRMQUALtCNANDAtPATDIVIoNO
14 IF(PRM)69108
6 TOTCO=TOTC0+1. Z TOT#TIMES STK BGHT.WHEN SOLD OPTIONS
TOTQU=TOTQU+QUAL Z TOTAL QUAL ON THESE STOCKS
TOTQS=TOTQS+QUAL**2. Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
IF(CK-1 )2950,10
2 ONCVA=0NCVA+1* Z NO. OF TIMES A STOCK WITH THIS RATING APPEARS
TQVAL=TQVAL+QUAL Z TOTAL QUAL.FOR VALUE LINE RATED STOCKS.
TQVAS=TQVAS+QUAL**2* Z SUM OF aUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
GO TO 50
---------- --- i I..r;..... ~f':"~'."":.. IraY - ~BI~. -- ~ C~-- 11~ICT^-II~---I ~~ --- ~--~ L--. I -~rrrg ~_ ~i t.
8 OWNED=0WNED+1. Z N(OTIMES SOLD OPTION WHEN OWNED STOCK + NO.PUTS SOLD.
OWNQU=OWNQU+QUAL Z TOTAL QUALWHERE OWNED STOCK AND WHERE SOLD PUTS.
OWNQS=OWNQS+QUAL**2. Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
IF(NTY-2)60,61,60
61 SHORT=SHORT+1l Z TOTAL NO. OF PUTS SOLD
SHTQU=SHTQU+QUAL Z TOTAL QUAL OF PUTS SOLD
SHTQS=SHTQS+QUAL**2* Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
60 IF(CK-le)12,50,10
12 OWNCO=OWNCO+1. Z N0.TIMES VLe*STOCK OWNED AND VoLePUT SOLD*
OWNVL=OWNVL+QUAL Z TOTAL V.LoQUAL WHERE LONG AND WHERE PUTS SOLD*
OWNVS=0WNVS+QUAL**2, Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
IF(NTY-2)5062,50
62 SORVL=SORVL+1o Z NO. OF PUTS SOLD ON VALUE LINE STOCKS.
SORQU=SORU+QUAL Z TOTAL QUAL. OF VALUE LINE PUTS.
SORQS=SORQS+QUAL**2. Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION*



























Z N0.TIMES LONG ALREADY LESS NOoOF PUTS.
Z TOTAL QUAL WHEN ALREADY LONG LESS PUT QUAL.
Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
Z NO.TIMES LONG BEFORE/VAL LINE QUAL. - PUTS.
Z LONG BEFORE/VALUE LINE QUAL* - PUTS.
Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION.
Z NO.0F TIMES BOUGHT STOCK + NO.PUTS SOLD.
Z TOTAL QUAL OF STOCKS BOUGHT AND STOCKS SOLD PUTS ON.
Z SUM OF QUALS SQUARED FOR VARIANCE CALCULATION*
Z NOe.F TIMES BOUGHT VALUE LINE STOCKS OR SOLD VoL. PUTS
ZTOTAL QUAL OF V.LoSTOCKS BOUGHT OR PUTS SOLD ON.
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PUNCH 1000,OMWNV.OMWNC
ISIG=l
190 GO TO (110,120,1309140,1509160,10),ISIG
110 XSUM=OWQUM Z FIRST PUNCH OUT*
SQSUM=OWQUS Z THIS SET TESTS THE QUALITY OF ALL STOCKS HELD
ANX=OWEDM
YSUM=OMWQU Z VERSUS ALL STOCKS BOUGHT ON WHICH OPTIONS WER
SECSQ=0SWQU Z + STOCKS SOLD PUTS ON.
ANY=OMWED
GO TO 180
120 XSUMIOWQUM Z SECOND PUNCH OUT*
SQSUM=OWQUS Z THIS SET TESTS THE QUALITY OF ALL STOCKS HELD
ANX=OWEDM
YSUM=TOTQU Z VERSUS ALL STOCKS BOUGHT ON WHICH OPTIONS WER
SECSQ=TOTQS Z (EXCLUDING NON HELD STOCKS ON WHICH PUTS WERE
ANY=TOTCO
GO TO 180
130 XSUM=OWNVM Z THIRD PUNCH OUT*
SQSUM=OWVSS Z THIS SET TESTS THE QUALITY OF ALL STOCKS HELD
ANX=OWNCM
YSUM=OMWNV Z RATED BY VALUE LINE VERSUS ALL STOCKS BOUGHT
SECSQ=OSWVS Z VALUE LINE ON WHICH OPTIONS WERE SOLD + STOCK
ANY=OMWNC Z PUTS ON, RATED BY VALUE LINE*
GO TO 180
140 XSUM=OWNVM Z FOURTH PUNCH OUT.
SQSUM=OWVSS Z THIS SET TESTS THE QUALITY OF ALL STOCKS HELD
ANX=OWNCM Z (EXCLUDING NON HELD STOCKS ON WHICH PUTS WERE
YSUM=TQVAL Z RATED BY VALUE LINE VERSUS ALL STOCKS BOUGHT
SECSQ=TQVAS Z VALUE LINE ON WHICH OPTIONS WERE SOLD.
ANY=ONCVA
GO TO 180
150 XSUM=OWQUM Z FIFTH PUNCH OUT.
SQSUM=OWQUS Z THIS SET TESTS THE QUALITY OF ALL STOCKS SOLD















160 XSUM=OWNVM Z SIXTH PUNCH OUT.
SQSUM=OWVSS Z THIS SET TESTS THE QUALITY OF ALL STOCKS RATED BY
ANX=0WNCM Z VALUE LINE ON WHICH PUTS WERE SOLD VERSUS ALL STOCKS
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PROGRAM USED TO SIMULATE WRITER PROFITABILITYe
C THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE ACTIONS OF A OPTION WRITER FACED WITH THE
C OPPORTUNITY OF WRITING OPTIONS ON THE CONTRACTS HERE TO BE PROCESSED
C WHEN HE STARTS WITH A AMOUNT OF CAPITAL =PV.
C HE HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO WRITE THE OPTION IF A SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF CAPITAL
C IS LEFT IN HIS ACCOUNT TO PROPERLY MARGIN OR HEDGE THE CONTRACT.
C VEST=INVESTMENT ASSUMING CALLS ARE HEDGED AND PUTS ARE MARGINED AT 100 PER
C CENT. VEST IS USED HERE AS THE ACTUAL INVESTMENT LESS THE AMOUNT OF THE
C PREMIUM RETAINED BY THE WRITER HERE ASSUMED AT 86e5 PER CENT.
C WORTHuSUM OF OWN CAPITAL TIED UP AS HEDGE OR MARGIN ON OPTIONS OUTSTANDING
C WORTH+PV THEREFORE =AMOUNT OF CAPITAL TIED UP IN INVESTMENT + CASH ON HAND
C EXCLUDING PREMIUMS OR GAINS OR LOSSES ASSOCIATED WITH OPTIONS PRESENTLY
C EXERCISABLE. PREMIUM AND GAIN OR LOSS IS ADDED TO PV WHEN ACTION TAKEN.
C ALL COSTS ARE INCLUDED IN THIS SIMULATION EXCEPT THE COMMISSION COSTS
C AND TRANSFER TAXES INVOLVED IN SELLING THE PUTS PUT TO THE WRITER*
C CONTRACTS MUST BE ORDERED BY TRADE DATE*
C ASSUMES THAT IF ACTION ON CONTRACT AND OPPORTUNITY TO WRITE NEW ONE OCCUR
C ON SAME DAY, THAT ACTION TAKEN OCCURS FIRST.
C WHERE A NO. OF OPTION CONTRACTS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE SAME DAY* THERE
C ORDER IN THIS SIMULATION IS DETERMINED BY HOW THEY WERE NUMBERED BY THE












1 READ 102 INO(I) NTE(I)tLN(1) LNT(I) VEST(I) PN(I)






































202 DO 20 I=KIMST



































(1) Have you ever bought put or call options? 1. Yes
2. No
(2) How many options have you purchased in the past?
(3) How many years (or months) ago was your first option purchased?
(4) How long ago was your most recent option purchase?
(5) Were your option purchases mostly 6-month options or mostly
options of shorter duration?
1. Mostly 6-month duration
2. Mostly options of shorter duration
(6) In the future, how likely is it that you will buy put or call
options again?
1. Definitely will buy a put or call option at some time
2. Probably will buy a put or call option at some time
3. May buy a put or call option at some time
4. Probably will not buy a put or call option
5. Definitely will not buy a put or call option
(7) If you answered 1, 2, or 3 to the previous question, what kind
of opportunity need exist for you to buy a put or call option?
(8) If you answered 4 or 5 to question (6), why not?
(9) Did you purchase put and/or call options because you:
1. Expected an unusually large price movement in the stock on
which the option was purchased.
2. Wished to protect a paper profit.
3. Wished to protect an investment (please explain).
4. Other reasons (please explain).
(10) If more than one





reason was given in question (9), please




(11) If you expected an unusually large price movement in the stock
on which the option was purchased, how did you decide such a
price movement would occur?
(12) Did you buy straddles? 1. Yes
2. No
If yes, how?
(14) Do you feel the benefits you have gained from options have
been worth the cost of purchasing them? Please explain.
(15) What advantages, other than those already mentioned, do you
feel are to be gained from purchasing stock options?
The following questions are being asked so that I can classify the
people who are answering this questionnaire.
(16) Age: 1. 20 or less
2. 21 - 30
3. 31 - 40
4. 41 - 50
5. 51 - 60
6. 61 - 70
















1. No formal schooling
2. Some grammar schooling
3. Grammar school















10. Other (please specify)
(22) Approximate annual total income
(earned income + pension and
social security payments + net
capital gains and losses)
1. $ 0 - 5,000
2. 5,001 - 8,000
3. 8,001 - 10,000
4. 10,001 - 13,000
5. 13,001 - 16,000
6. 16,001 - 20,000
7. 20,001 - 25,000
8. 25,001 - 50,000
9. 50,001 - 100,000
10. 100,000 and over
(23) Approximate face value of life
insurance owned:
1. none owned
2. $ 1 - 10,000
3. 10,001 - 20,000
4. 20,001 - 30,000
5. 30,001 - 40,000
6. 40,001 - 50,000
7. 50,001 - 75,000
8. 75,001 - 100,000
9. 100,001 - 200,000
10. 200,000 and over
244
(24) Approximate market value of
bonds owned:
1. none owned
2. $ 1 - 1,000
3. 1,001 - 5,000
4. 5,001 - 10,000
5. 10,001 - 25,000
6. 25,001 - 50,000
7. 50,001 - 100,000
8. 100,001 - 200,000
9. 200,001 - 500,000
10. 500,001 and over
(25) Approximate market value of
common stock owned (including
mutual funds):
1. none owned
2. $ 1 - 1,000
3. 1,001 - 5,000
4. 5,001 - 10,000
5. 10,001 - 25,000
6. 25,001 - 50,000
7. 50,001 - 100,000
8. 100,001 - 200,000
9. 200,001 - 500,000
10. 500,001 and over
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